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Ipus 
and 
Storm 
drops more than 
rain
 
Photos hy 
Art", A 
A fan palm fell on 
Seventh Street near the new Clark 
Library 
during the 
season's 
first 
rain storm 
Tuesday  
night.
 
Dli  
Suchin  
(above)
 walks around
 the 
uprooted tree on her way to class 
yesterday morning.
 Three trimmer Perry 
Hackett
 (right) cuts the 
once
 tall palm into 
pieces  before
 hauling 
it away. 
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Loa 
pleads 
not 
guilty 
to charge 
By
 Julie Levy 
Staff Writer 
Rodolfo Loa pleaded innocent at 
his 
arraignment  Monday to a charge 
of assault with intent to commit 
rape.  
Loa, 28, appeared before Santa 
Clara County Superior Court Judge 
Peter Stone. Stone set a Dec. 15 
trial  
date and scheduled 
a pre-trial 
hearing 
for Dec. 7. 
Loa is charged with the Aug. 29 
attack on a female SJSU student in 
the Seventh Street garage. The 
victim told police a  man pushed her 
into her car at about 6 p.m. and 
started to pull up her dress. The 
man  
backed
 away when 
she  fought and 
yelled,
 and she ran 
from the garage.
 
She described 
her  assailant to 
police as a 5 -foot
-7, 170 pound 
man  
with black hair 
pulled back 
into  a 
short ponytail.
 She said he was 
wearing a 
white  shirt tucked 
into 
dark pants 
and brown 
loafers.
 
Loa 
was  arrested 
Sept.
 24 when 
the 
victim saw him 
on Seventh 
Street 
and  told police 
he was the 
man 
who  attacked 
her.
 
He fled when
 he saw the victim
 
talking  to a 
police  officer 
and
 
pointed at him. 
He was stopped 
by University 
Police 
investigator Edwin
 Anderson 
and 
several other
 officers 
three  
minutes later at Ninth and 
Williams  
streets. Loa was then booked
 into 
county jail. 
Anderson questioned 
Loa after 
his arrest, according
 to a report the 
He
 was 
convicted  
of
 indecent
 ex-
posure in 
1976. Loa has
 also been 
a 
registered
 sex 
offender. 
Loa 
was 
required  as 
a condition
 
of
 probation 
to seek 
psychological
 
'He 
stated to me he 
knew  he 
needed help'
 -- Officer 
Anderson  
officer filed. 
Loa told Anderson
 he had been 
arrested at least eight times, in-
cluding for suspicion 
of sex crimes. 
Photo
 by 
Toot 
Mayraox
 
Jay Green, freshman physics major, sits by a possible solution for registration woes. The computer 
terminal is part of a pilot program designed to help speed the registration process. Full classes and 
schedule 
changes will appear on the screen. 
Violent
 
film spurs complaint 
help,
 but Santa
 Clara 
County 
Adult  
Probation  
records  
indicated  
he did 
not.
 He was 
paroled  in 
1979.
 
Loa told 
Anderson 
he
 did not 
own a 
pair of loafers. When An-
derson asked Loa to describe
 a pair 
of black shoes he said he had, the 
suspect pointed to the shoes
 the 
officer  was wearing. 
Anderson
 was 
wearing  brown leather 
loafers.  
Loa also told Anderson 
he never 
in his life wore 
his hair in a 
ponytail.
 
"Loa
 and I got to 
talking
 about 
sex crime 
perpetrators'  needs
 for 
medical/psychological
 help and the
 
need of society to 
impose criminal 
sanctions on them, too," 
Anderson's 
report said. "He
 stated to me that
 he 
knew he needed help,
 knew what I 
was talking about
 but could not 
admit 
anything to 
me."
 
Anderson 
also questioned Elaine
 
Leyva, Loa's girlfriend who shared 
a home with him. She said she cut 
Loa's hair in their kitchen around 
the week of Aug. 31. She also said 
Loa often wore his hair in a ponytail. 
Leyva said Loa left 
their home 
at 1455 Kerly Drive around noon on 
Aug. 31. She said he returned home 
around 7 p.m., did some 
pushups,
 
lifted some weights and left again to 
go jogging. 
When he returned again, 
he 
showered and ate 
dinner.  Leyva said 
he asked her if 
he
 had lifted weights 
when he first came home. She told 
Anderson that Loa 
occasionally  
"blacked out" and could not 
remember what he did. 
Records experiments 
with 
televised class
 
scheduling  
By Janet
 Weeks 
Staff Writer 
Some course 
additions and 
deletions occurring after
 publication 
of
 the spring 1982 schedule 
of classes 
will  be flashed across 
television  
monitor 
screens located around
 
campus 
beginning Nov. 16. 
If this pilot project proves 
successful  in 
helping
 students 
choose courses, 
all changes to the 
schedule changes,"
 said Joy Van 
Swearingen, scheduling
 coor-
dinator. 
Hartshorn said he had originally
 
planned for the system to go 
fully 
into effect during the next advance 
registration
 period, but was unable 
to 
because
 the necessary computer 
parts were not acquired until this 
week. 
"We were waiting for a par. 
Admissions
 and Records bought  
two Apple computers for project 
Fall 1982 
schedule 
will be 
televised,  
according
 to 
Doug 
Hartshorn,  
associate  
director  of 
Admissions  and 
Records' 
management
 systems. 
Previously,  it 
was  up to 
each
 
department  to 
post
 a list of classes
 
added or 
dropped  from
 the 
published
 
schedule. 
"Students 
had  to check 
with the 
department 
involved, or 
rely on the 
Spartan  
Daily  for 
notification  
of 
Women
 protest 
'Massacre'
 
By
 
Carol  
Peterson
 
Staff 
Writer  
Eight
 women
 
students  
from  
the
 
SJSU  
Women's
 
Center  
issued 
a 
letter 
of 
protest
 
Tuesday  
calling  
for 
cancellation  
of the 
film 
"The  
Texas  
Chainsaw
 
Massacre"
 
scheduled  
for 
tomorrow's  
Halloween
 
movie  
series.  
The
 film 
cannot
 be 
cancelled
 
according
 to 
Bill  Rolland,
 A.S. 
Program
 Board 
director, 
and  A.S. 
president
 Tony 
Robinson  
because
 
the protest
 came too close
 to the 
screening 
time.  
"At this 
late  date we have 
put 
money into ads, we've 
rented  the 
film," Rolland said.
 "It's on the 
wallet cards and the
 posters." 
"The atmosphere
 of this campus 
is 
already
 saturated with 
fear and 
violence,"
 the women's letter said. 
It is printed in 
its entirety in the 
"Mailbag" 
section
 of today's 
Spartan Daily. 
"This film was scheduled since 
August, why didn't 
anyone get in 
touch with us ( A.S. Program 
Board) 
then?" 
Rolland  asked. 
"We only realized the 
movie  was 
going 
to
 be shown on Monday," said 
The 
wild 
blue
 
yonder
 
. . . see page 4 
Lucinda
 
French.  
Women's  
Center 
director.
 
"We had 
all had a 
preconceived
 
notion 
about 
what  the 
movie 
was  
about, 
but  none 
of
 us had 
seen it, 
so
 
we had 
to find 
someone  
who had.
 We 
did and
 found that
 we were 
correct," 
said French. 
Murder 
and 
mutilation  
are
 the 
hallmarks  
of "The 
Texas 
Chainsaw  
Massacre."  
The 
movie  
revolves  
around  a 
family 
that  kills 
brutally 
A 
planning  
meeting  for 
the 
Friday  
night
 
picketing
 is 
scheduled  
for
 3 p.m.
 today 
in
 the 
Women's  
Center,  
located
 in 
Building  U 
on 
Campus.
 
"We're  
protesting
 the link 
between 
sex and violence 
and the 
implication 
of pain being 
erotic," 
French 
described as 
the reason for
 
writing
 the letter 
and  planning 
the  
protest march. 
Media 
attention  
sold
 
the
 
show.  
both
 men and
 women 
with chain
-
saws 
"When 
we wrote
 it ( the
 letter)
 
we didn't
 realize
 it was 
too late 
to 
cancel
 ( the 
film), but we 
do now," 
she  
continued.
 
"Now
 a 
number  
of
 
the 
women  
will
 be 
picketing  
the
 
movie." 
French said
 she expects
 at least 
eight 
women to 
carry signs
 and  
placards
 outside 
Morris 
Dailey 
Auditorium  
before  and 
during
 the 11 
p.m.  
showing
 of 
"Massacre."  
"I think
 they ( Women's Center 
members) 
should look at 
what's  
happened before," 
Rolland said, 
citing the 
Miss  Nude America 
contest 
held  in August at 
the
 Center 
for the 
Performing  Arts in San 
Jose.  
At the 
Miss Nude America 
contest
 several women's
 groups 
protested  the 
event  
"The immense amount of media 
attention sold out 
the  show," 
Rolland said. 
see 'MASSACRE' page 3 
ticular character disc 
to
 arrive," he 
said.  
Wiring for the system was 
completed last summer. 
Admissions  
and Records then purchased
 two 
Apple computers for the project. 
The computers 
will be cabled into 
the 
SJSU
 Instructional Television 
distribution center. 
Schedule changes will be 
televised via a 
continuous
 list 
arranged by department. 
He cited the Admissions and 
Records office lobby, Library 
Central and the 
Student
 Union as 
probable 
locations for the
 pilot 
program TV 
monitors.  
Course
 changes from three 
schools
 will be televised during
 
spring 1982's advance registration 
period. Although Hartshorn said he 
did not know which schools would 
be 
chosen for the 
experiment, he said 
he
 was "toying with the idea" of 
using the Engineering and Business 
schools. 
Hartshorn 
said
 the project has 
been "in  the works" since Spring 
1981. 
"At that time 
we borrowed a 
personal computer
 from a staff 
member, wrote a 
quick program for 
three departments
 and set a monitor 
up in the 
Umunhum
 Room during 
the last
 week of 
advance  
registration.'' 
Jay Green, 
a freshman physics 
major, is currently writing the 
program for the computers 
University
 
police
 
start 
investigation
 
of 
attempted
 
rape
 
By Randy Paige 
Staff
 Writer 
University police are taking over the investigation of last week's at-
tempted assault of an SJSU student after it was determined the
 attack took 
place 
within
 university jurisdiction. 
Investigator  Edwin Anderson has been assigned to the 
case.  
The 
attack  was reported to San Jose police a few hours 
after  it occured 
Oct. 21. The 
officer  who took the report did not recognize that 
because  the 
crime occurred 
near the 10th Street garage, it was within university police 
jurisdiction, Anderson said. 
The case was referred to 
the city police sexual assault division, and 
the  
investigating officer there was unable 
to
 talk to the victim to verify where 
the 
attack
 occurred. 
Anderson said 
once  it was determined the attack took 
place  within 
university  police jurisdiction, 
the case was referred to him.
 
University police did not
 know of the attack until Lt. Maurice Jones 
read  
an account of the crime in Friday's 
edition of the San Jose News. 
The
 victim,  a woman in her early 
20s. was walking to her car 
parked
 in 
the 10th 
Street garage shortly before
 7 p m A man approached
 her from 
behind at the corner of Ninth
 and San Fernando streets. 
Anderson
 said 
The attacker asked 
the woman for the time, and 
then  threw her on the 
sidewalk The victim fought her 
attacker
 by 
striking him with a 
pair 
of 
shoes  
and some books she 
was  carrying 
The victim described her 
attacker  to police as a white 
male, 35 to 40 
years old, 5 -foot
-5 to 5-foot-7.inches
 
tall, partially bald, with 
brown,
 
medium
-
length stringy hair 
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Horatio 
Alger is 
alive
 
and well 
Third 
World
 
loses
 at Cancun
 
summit
 
Horatio
 Alger is alive 
and well and 
living
 in Cancun, 
Mexico. 
Alger 
was a popular dime 
store  novelist in the 
mid -
1800s who
 wrote more 
than 100 boys'
 stories in 
which  
characters 
who struggle 
valiantly  against 
poverty  and 
By 
Randy  
Paige  
Staff  Writer
 
adversity gain weath and 
honor  through hard work. 
It was a dream 
cultivated in the 
beginnings  of the 
industrial 
revolution.  the
 American  dream
 if you 
will.  that 
place after place, economic growth and human progress 
make their greatest 
strides in countries that encourage 
economic freedom," 
Or, to put in 
another
 way, let private corporate in-
terests into your country or stop belly -aching. Free en-
terprise worked for
 the United States so it can work for 
you.
 
Right?
 
Wrong. 
Free enterprise worked well for the U.S. during the 
industrial 
revolution.  The stimulated economy provided 
fertile ground for American 
businesses to grow to be the 
multinational corporations they are 
today,  But when the 
United States was going through this period, there were no 
other nations vastly superior in terms of wealth and 
power. The United States was able to tap its own  
resources and then begin to tap the resources of poorer 
countries to allow 
even further growth. 
The Third World is 
entirely different story. 
Third World countries are
 poor because nations to the 
makes it a risky venture. 
So when large 
industries  are set up in these nations, 
it's not the people in these 
poor countries who benefit. 
After all, only so much money can be 
made  in any in-
dustry. 
Typically, high government 
officials are bought, and 
workers are
 given a poverty -level salary. That way, 
profits
 are maximized and the capital investment
 is worth 
it. 
Most importantly, 
industries  set up in Third World 
nations by American corporations such as Anaconda 
Copper and International Telephone and Telegraph,
 are 
not owned by the 
residents  of that country. The notion that 
industrial 
capacity  in that country is built-up is a myth. 
The industrial capacity of the corporation making the 
investment is built-up, not the Third World 
country
 in-
volved.  
Proponents of the
 Reagan philosophy
 point to Japan 
and
 Germany as examples 
of
 the benefits of laissez-faire.
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France
 has 
promised  
increased
 
direct
 aid 
to the 
Third  
World.  
Japan  has 
said it 
will 
provide
 
"unconditional
 aid."
 
West  
Germany  
and 
Great  
Britain  
have  
agreed  
that
 
"global
 
negotiations"
 are
 in order.
 
While 
disagreement
 
between
 the
 United 
States 
and 
other
 wealthy 
western 
countries
 exists, 
the  stand 
of the 
United
 States 
took 
precedence.
 After 
all,  it is by 
far the 
richest,
 strongest
 and 
most  
influential
 
country  in 
the 
world.  
Most 
frightening  
is the 
double-edged
 
sword  of 
American
 foreign
 policy in 
the Third 
World.  
On 
the 
economic
 side,
 Reagan 
forces the
 door open
 to 
American  
based  
corporate
 
interests
 in 
the  Third 
World  by 
providing  
economic  
help  only 
through  
the
 private 
sector. 
This 
maintains  
the
 poverty 
in those 
countries  
by
 insuring 
easy 
access to 
those 
countries'  
raw 
materials  
and
 
poverty -level 
work  force. 
On the 
political 
side,  Reagan 
supports 
leaders  who 
will allow 
their country 
to stay 
poor
 while 
American  
anyone -- no matter how poor or illiterate -- could gain 
success,
 wealth, and fame by putting in a "good honest 
day's work." 
Unfortunately, Alger's books were fiction, not 
biographies.
 
Nonetheless,
 President Reagan 
brought  the spirit of 
Alger along 
with
 him to last 
weekend's
 North -South 
summit  meeting 
in Cancun. 
The meeting 
brought the haves to 
the North together 
with the 
have-nots to the 
South. That is, 
the wealthy 
western
 countries with 
those  of the poor 
Third  World. 
The conference's 
host, President 
Lopez  Portillo of 
Mexico,
 hoped to persuade
 some of the haves
 to help out 
the 
have-nots.  But, thanks
 to our Hollywood
 cowboy, the 
Indians
 didn't stand
 a chance. 
Reagan 
said in a speech 
before the conference
 on 
Thursday,
 "History 
demonstrates  that
 time and again,
 in 
north  are rich. 
The United 
States alone 
consumes 60 
percent
 of the 
world's
 resources, 
and  there's only 
so much 
to go 
around.  
Moreover, 
poor nations 
depend  upon raw 
materials to 
support
 their economies
 because 90 
percent of the 
world's  
industrial  
capacity  lies to 
the north. 
As
 such, they 
are at 
the 
mercy  of rich 
countries  for 
virtually  all 
manufactured  
goods. 
Rich 
nations
 buy raw 
materials at 
low prices 
and  sell 
manufactured
 goods at 
inflated  ones. 
Then 
why  not let 
American -based 
industries 
sweep  
into 
the Third 
World 
and  build 
up
 their 
industrial  
capacity? 
No American
-based 
corporation  is going
 to be willing 
to 
commit
 large 
amounts of 
capital into
 poor 
nations
 
unless 
a large profit
 can be made
 from the 
investment.  
The rapid
 turnover of 
governments 
within these 
nations 
..the
 
mailbag
 
Violent
 
movie
 
is 
bad
 
selection
 
Editor:
 
This 
coming  
Friday,
 Oct. 
30,  
Associated
 Students 
Program
 Board 
is scheduled
 to show 
the film, 
"Texas 
Chainsaw  Massacre".
 We 
are all aware
 that 
programs
 
program us, and 
this  film is one of 
the type 
which  links sex 
and  violence 
in such a 
manner as to 
imply  the 
eroticism of pain. 
The atmosphere 
of this campus 
is already 
saturated with 
fear and 
violence. We feel 
that the showing of 
this film,
 which encourages
 the 
acting out
 of fantasies of 
rape, 
mutilation and 
murder,  should not 
take place on our campus. 
Raising  awareness 
is crucial: 
by working 
together to do 
so and to 
keep this type 
of message off 
our 
campus, we 
can begin to 
combat 
these very 
serious problems.
 
Therefore,  we 
call for the 
can-
cellation of this 
film. 
We
 are 
aware  of 
your  sen-
sitivity,  and 
we
 understand 
that if 
you had 
been
 aware of 
the true 
nature of this 
film,  it would not 
have
 
been chosen. 
The Staff of the 
Women's center 
This letter was signed b, 
eight 
People. 
Coverage
 lacking
 
on 'fine
 teams'
 
Editor:
 
With 
the  Spartans doing a 
tremendous
 job 
this  season, 
especially after
 beating Utah State 
last
 
week,  it only seems right that 
they 
should get a 
lot more 
coverage  
in 
the 
Spartan  
Daily.
 
There
 are also
 about 200 
other 
people
 
involved
 
in intramural 
football
 
games  
this 
semester.  
The 
season
 
is 
all  
but over 
and  the 
Spartan
 
Daily  
has
 
given  the 
games  
what
 you
 
might
 
call the 
Chicago
 
Bears
 
type
 
coverage.
 
Next  
week,
 
Nov.
 
3,4, and
 5 to 
be 
exact,
 the
 
intramural
 
football
 
play
 
offs
 
begin.
 
Perhaps
 
the 
Daily 
could  
get
 
around
 
to 
covering
 
some
 
of 
the  
fine  
teams
 
that
 
will
 be 
participating.
 
Spartans
 
get  
ready
 
to beat
 the 
Sun  Devils;
 we're 
behind you
 all the 
way.  
Jim  Thompson 
Administration
 of 
Justice  
'Opinionated
 
and 
erroneous
 
waffle'  
Editor: 
I found myself compelled to 
applaud reservedly the skill with 
which Greg
 Garry addressed the 
potentially emotional and extremely 
complicated problems surrounding 
the recent hunger strike in Northern 
Ireland.  
It was reminiscent of many such 
attempts  made by British jour-
nalists to capitalize 
on the natural 
revulsion which many citizens must 
feel when confronted by a seemingly 
stark 
choice between life and death. 
Nor will it be the 
last
 time that this 
sort of sentiment will attract the 
attention of persons keen to point out 
that violence serves no end. 
I have, on many  
occasions,  
during the past 12 years found 
myself grateful for the informed and 
balanced reporting that has 
illuminated the 
pages  of some 
British newspapers,
 notably the 
Times, when popular 
sentiment or 
cabinet politics appeared to 
forsake  
justice.
 
For this reason, I believe I have 
been 
spared
 the debilitating
 symp-
toms
 of that malady 
which Garry 
believes is 
affecting  the IRA, 
namely, a distorted 
myopic  view of 
situations. 
However, here exists 
a dilemma 
which has become perhaps the 
bugbear of impartiality throughout 
the years. 
It centers essentially
 upon a 
choice 
between  opinion founded by 
those constantly exposed 
to violence 
and the
 opinions formulated and 
subsequently
 expressed by in-
dividuals
 whose motives 
span
 a 
spectrum 
from
 party line to 
outright  
naviete.  
This 
second  stratum I find to be 
more 
insidious  in their effect than 
any of the violence indulged
 in by the 
various groups
 committed to the 
resolution
 of the Northern 
Ireland  
tragedy 
The decision making 
process
 is 
a tactical while 
elephant  not un-
familiar
 in the Northern 
Ireland  
'war 
of words  scenario. What 
is 
unfamiliar is the accusation itself. 
Therefore. I implore
 that Garry 
adjusts 
his style of reporting so 
that 
the unwitting 
reader may be spared 
opinionated and 
erroneous  waffle. 
This
 has served to 
perpetuate 
the journalistic 
masquerade con-
ducted ostensibly in 
the  name of 
truth and 
justice but so often 
ap-
pears 
comptemptuous  of the 
facts.  
Tom Bahisti 
Political Science 
Graduate  
Zack
 comic
 strip 
loses
 
reader  
Editor: 
You know, I'm
 glad Robyn 
Sears  
came out and 
condemned Chuck
 
Beckum for his 
tasteless sense 
of 
humor.  How dare 
he poke fun at 
a 
person's
 sexual 
preference.  Not
 only 
does he 
make jest 
of gays, 
but  he 
heartlessly
 picks on 
people who 
happened 
to be frightened
 of the 
dark. 
He cruely 
implies  that 
there  is 
something
 funny 
about 
college  
persons 
who  are afraid 
of the dark! 
Poor
 taste, Mr. 
Beckum, 
poor
 taste. 
Beckum,
 in his own 
tasteless 
way,
 
seems to find
 humor in 
the en-
deavors  of the 
Great Ted. 
Is there 
nothing 
sacred? 
Well,  
Beckum,
 do 
not 
expect  to see 
me in your 
travels  
about 
campus, 
leisurely 
reading 
your
 "Zack" 
comic  strip. 
I. for one 
will not
 stand for 
your sick 
sense  of 
humor,  or 
your
 poor taste
 in topics. 
From  here 
on
 in, it's 
Family  Circus 
for 
me. 
Greg 
Ruppert
 
Electrical 
Engineering
 
sophomore
 
The FOAum
 page
 is your 
page.  The 
Daily 
en-
courages 
readers' 
comments  
on any
 
topic. 
The 
viewpoints  
expressed
 in 
opinion 
articles 
are those
 of the 
author. 
Editorials
 
appearing
 on 
this 
page  
are the 
opinion 
of the 
Spartan  
Daily. 
After all, they say, Japan and Germany were ruined after 
World War II, 
and look at them today. 
But it wasn't the free 
enterprise  system at all. 
Massive
 amounts of foreign aid were poured into both 
countries 
immediately following the war. This was done 
partially to soothe the guilt formed by the mushroom 
cloud at Hiroshima , but mainly to ease the United States 
into the transition for a war-time to a peace -time 
economy.
 
Besides. 
Germany  and 
Japan  had already 
gone 
through  the 
industrial  revolution.
 Both 
countries  
manufactured  enough
 war goods to 
nearly  win the war.
 It 
was 
simply  a matter 
of rebuilding 
and  retooling the
 in-
dustries 
which  were 
broken  due to 
the war. 
Even 
western  allies 
disagreed  with 
the Reagan 
proposal  of free 
enterprise as 
the answer 
to world 
poverty.
 
Daily 
Policy 
The Spartan 
Daily would like 
to 
hear from you - 
our reader. Your 
ideas,
 comments, 
criticisms  and 
suggestions  are 
encouraged.  By 
listening 
to our 
readers
 we feel 
we
 
can better serve 
the campus com-
munity.
 
Letters to the
 Mailbag, 
opinion  
articles  and 
press  releases 
are 
gladly 
accepted. 
Our 
policy for 
accepting  such 
material is as 
follows: 
Letters  
 
Letters 
should 
be 
submitted
 to 
the 
Spartan  
Daily 
office  (JC
 208) 
weekdays,
 
or by 
mail 
to the
 
Mailbag,
 do the
 Spartan
 Daily,
 San 
Jose 
State 
University,
 125 S. 
Seventh 
St., 
San Jose, 
CA 95192. 
 
All  letters
 
must
 
include
 the
 
writer's 
signature,
 
major, 
class 
standing,
 address
 and 
telephone
 
businesses
 and
 armed forces reap 
the  benefits 
This 
results
 in a 
paradox.  
Ostensibly,  
the  goal 
of
 American
 foreign 
policy in 
the 
Third 
World  is to prevent
 further Soviet
 domination 
in
 
that 
region. 
Yet,
 the 
effect  of 
Reagan's  
foreign 
policy  is 
exactly  
the 
opposite.  
Countries  
are 
increasingly  
exploited 
for 
their 
raw 
materials,  
and  leaders
 are 
supported  
who 
ignore 
human  
rights.
 The 
people of 
these 
countries  
have  
no
 alternative
 but 
to find 
another  way
 out. So 
they look
 to 
the 
Soviets  
for  help. 
No. 
Horatio
 Alger
 won't 
survive 
in the 
Third  
World.  
4 
Good 
will and 
determination
 
on the 
part of 
oppressed
 
peoples  
of the 
world  
will  not 
be
 enought
 to 
solve  their
 14, 
dilemma.
 
And
 
despite
 the 
words 
of
 an 
aging  
American  
cowboy,
 
it 
will  take 
more 
than  
silver
 
bullets.  
number.
 Only the name, major and 
class 
standing will be printed. 
 
The Spartan 
Daily  reserves the 
right to limit 
the number of letters 
on a 
given topic after a sufficient 
amount 
of comment has appeared. 
 
Letters should not exceed 350
 
words.  
Opinion
 
 
The  intent of the
 Spartan 
Daily  
Forum 
Page  is to 
present
 a variety
 
of 
viewpoints  
of
 interest 
to
 the 
campus 
community. 
 
Editorials
 reflect 
the position 
of the 
Daily.  Opinions
 express the
 
views  of the
 writer 
or
 
organization
 
and will 
appear  with 
a byline 
at-
tributing
 the 
article  
accordingly.  
 
Comments,
 
columns  
and 
editorials
 will 
discuss 
local, 
state  
and 
international  
affairs. 
 
The 
Dail 
encoura  
es 
reader
 
comments  
regarding 
editorials,
 
opinions
 or news
 stories. 
 
Guest 
opinions
 are 
encouraged,
 
but  will be 
printed  at the 
discretion 
of
 the Forum 
Page editors.
 
Releases 
 
Releases
 
should  
be 
submitted
 
as 
early 
as 
possible  
to 
the 
City 
Editor
 at 
the  
Spartan
 
Daily  
office,
 or 
by 
mail.  
The  
sooner
 the
 
release  
is 
received,
 
the  
better
 
coverage
 
the  
topic
 
may  
receive.
 
 
All 
releases
 
should
 
include
 a 
telephone
 
number
 
in 
case  
more
 
information
 
is
 
needed.
 
 
The  
Spartan
 
Daily  
reserves
 the
 
right
 
to 
make
 
judgements
 
con-
cerning
 
news  
value
 
of
 
any  
given
 
release.
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'Living 
'spectacle'
 
makes  people 
laugh  
Artist
 who
 
'wears
 
her work'  to 
perform
 
Iw 
Photo hy 
Dave Holt 
Photo  
by 
Marc
 
AshOo
 
Pat Oleszko may 
look
 like she just stepped
 backwards through 
the looking 
glass (above
 left) but actually she is 
wearing a work of art she
 created. 
Oleszko 
(above)
 was the featured 
performer
 at last night's 
Knockout  
Visiting Artist 
Program
 sponsored by the 
Art Department. 
Cummings' 
hearing  
closed  to 
public  
d. 
By Julie Le 
Staff Writer 
ir  
#1,  
111  
Public  Defender Brian 
Schechmeister asked
 that 
the public and 
media  be 
barred 
from
 the 
preliminary 
hearings  of 
Donald James 
Cummings, 
accused of two
 campus -
area murders.
 
Santa 
Clara County 
Municipal Court Judge 
Fred 
Lucero  granted the 
attorney's
 request 
and 
closed  the 
hearing 
yesterday 
morning.  
A judge
 must close a 
hearing 
if
 the defense
 
attorney 
requests  it. A 
case
 
challenging
 the 
con-
stitutionality
 of 
closed 
preliminary
 
hearings  is 
r. 
.! 
11
 
II
 
before the California 
Supreme Court. 
Schechmeister and 
District Attorney Jack 
Marshall said they ex-
pected the hearing to last 
two or three days. 
Cummings, 25, is ac-
cused of the Nov. 4, 1979 
bludgeoning death of SJSU 
student Blythe Nielsen in 
her 12th Street apartment. 
He is also charged with the 
murder of Phyllis Higdon 
in her Fifth Street Apart-
ment. Her body was 
found 
Jan. 3 
with evidence of 
sexual assault. 
Both murder charges 
carry two provisions
 for 
special circumstances:
 
murder in 
the commission 
Volunteers  
topic;  
' 
workshop  
today 
 
 
A 
workshop  titled 
"Motivating  
Volunteers  --
What's 
the 
Payoff?"  
will  
be held 
from 10 a.m, to 
noon 
today in the S.U. 
Costanoan Room. 
Sponsored
 by the 
"Elements 
of
 Recreation" 
class, the 
program  will 
deal with creative 
methods 
of recruiting, motivating
 
and rewarding volunteers. 
Speaking at the 
workshop will be Betty 
Miller, 
supervisor of in-
terns and director of 
volunteer  services at San 
Francisco
 Recreation
 
Center 
for the Han-
dicapped.
 She will 
discuss
 
the benefits
 of having
 
volunteers
 vs. paid 
em-
ployees. 
Miller will 
also  explain 
the screening 
and  selection 
Spartan
 
Daily
 
Serving
 the Sao 
Jose
 State 
University 
Communit)
 
Shire 1934 
Ut.IPS 
511.4811 
Second class
 postage 
paid at San 
Jose,  
California  
Member  of 
Cal-
ifornia 
Newspaper  
Publishers  
Association
 and the 
Associated 
Press
 Published
 daily by 
San 
Jose 
State  
University.
 
during  
the 
rollege year The 
opinions  
expressed
 in  the 
paper  are 
not  
necessarily 
those of the 
Depart.
 
ment
 of Journalism
 and Man 
Communications,  
the
 linivericty
 
Administration  
or any 
student  
or 
faculty
 organization
 Sub 
scriptions
 accepted
 on a 
remain-
der of 
semester  basis 
Full aca-
demic
 year, 915.
 Each 
semester,  
$750
 Off
-campus price per 
copy, 15 
cents Phone 
Editorial 
777-3181  
Advertising  
277.3171
 
Printed by 
Independent  
Publica.  
thins.  
process
 and motivation and 
reward
 systems 
for 
volunteers in a 
therapeutic
 
recreation 
setting.  
Also 
speaking  will be 
John Haines
 and Kim 
Uyeda  of the 
Sunnyvale
 
Park and 
Recreation
 
Department.  They 
will 
discuss ideas
 and 
motivation  volunteers
 can 
bring 
to recreation 
programs.
 
The 
workshop
 will be 
free to 
students,
 and costs 
$3 for 
professionals  
Refreshments 
will be 
served 
of a burglary and multiple 
murder. 
If Cummings is con-
victed
 of murder with 
special circumstances, he 
could 
face the death 
penalty. 
Cummings is also 
charged with the assaults 
of two 
women,  four counts 
of burglary and one count 
of sexual assault. 
All the crimes were 
committeed in the campus 
area. 
Marshall 
asked the 
judge to place a gag order 
on information from the 
hearing. Lucero said he 
would not release the 
names of the witnesses 
before he rules on the 
prosecutor's
 
request.
 
It was learned.  
'MASSACRE'
 
continued from page I 
, 
"If they're going to 
make a lot of noise and. 
protest, it's going to work 
against them," he said. 
"But they're in a position 
where they have to stand 
up and say something." 
"It's (the letter) a little 
bit late, but it's a valid 
point," Robinson said 
"I think the nature of 
the film is not good in view 
of the problems we have on 
this campus," Robinson 
added. 
"I saw it about three or 
four
 years ago," Rolland 
said "I thought it was 
however, that both assault 
victims and a coroner were 
scheduled to testify. Bart 
Nielsen,
 Blythe's brother, 
also was due to testify. 
Nielsen 
and his 
sister
 
shared the 
12th Street 
apartment when 
she was 
killed. He was
 asleep in 
another room at the 
time of 
the 
killing.  
scarier than 
hell
 
"I didn't see any 
drawing of 
parallels
 of sex 
and violence," he 
said. "It 
could be implied,
 but then 
you could draw 
the same 
things
 from 'I Love 
Lucy." 
"I think there area lot 
of people who will go see 
the movie. This ("The 
Texas
 Chainsaw 
Massacre")
 was a box 
office hit 
for  the whole 
public," 
Robinson  said. 
adding
 that 
the  
movie's  
popularity
 
was
 
"representative
 of the
 
values
 we have
 a society."
 
"Fine 
Submarine  
Sandwiches
 Since 1968" 
Mon. -Sat. 10:30-10:00 
8th 
ay  
William
 
St.
 
Sundays
 11:00.10 
00 
297-1132
 
BO*
 
...with
 Blue 
Ribbon' 
VOU140*It.4
 
hop flavored
 extracts
 
 Easy,
 economical
  Less
 than 30c/quart. 
SUP6
 
IR
 
 
New convenient size 
for  
five  gallon
 brew 
 Saves
 time, moneyHops
 already added
 
St*Uta
 
 Completely naturalDerived
 
torn grains 
and 
hop extracts; no 
preservatives 
P1R 
 Brew five varieties 
Continental
 
lagei
 
1001F1
 
(light, dark, 
plain),
 Pilsner and Bavarian
 
light
 types.
 
 
Improved  
packaging
 New 
enameled
 
y,
 
can 
eliminates 
heavy
 metals
 contamina-
tion from lead solder side 
seams 
Blue 
Ribbon
 barley 
malt
 extracts and 
extracts of 
barley  malt and corn 
available
 
at your neighborhood
 supermarket and 
specialty shops.
 Write today for free
 
recipe card. 
Premier qualify, proven
 for over 55 years. 
PREMIER
 MALI
 
PRODUCTS,11. 
1037W McKinley 
Ave
 
Milwaukee. 
Win
 53201 
Available from: HOMO Brewer 
1876 
West San 
Carlos
 
San Jose, CA 95128 
"We 
try not 
to
 be in-
sensitive to 
anyone, 
but  the 
film 
has 
been  shown
 
popular in our 
opinion," 
Rolland 
said. 
"It's 
something  
the 
students
 
want to see." 
By Kris Eldred 
Staff 
Writer  
She might 
dress as the 
Statue of 
Liberty, a 
sandwich
 or a woman 
with a 
larger -than
-Dolly
 Parton figure. 
Pat Oleszko,
 the second guest in 
the 
Art Department's 
Knockout Visiting 
Artists program, is 
an
 artist who "wears 
her 
work." 
By combining 
unique  costumes 
with  
theatrical 
performance,  Oleszko 
deals  
with 
stereotypes,  women's issues, 
word 
plays and puns in a humorous manner. 
A graduate of the
 University of 
Michigan, Oleszko has been demon-
strating her art for 14 years. She started
 in 
college after she 
discovered  that the 
sculpture  department at Michigan 
was  not 
large enough. 
"I wanted to make 
big sculptures, but 
the sculpture 
department  wasn't 
big  
enough," she
 said. "Besides, I couldn't 
make  my armatures ( scupture
 frames) 
stand 
up and 1 said this armature 
stands 
up most of the time so I 
started  hanging 
things on me." 
Oleszko describes 
her art as 
pedestrian art -- it walks." 
"I 
wear my art," 
Oleszko  said. "I 
incorporate life and art. 
The  moment is 
art, not the object. 
I can't find any 
meaningful
 relationship 
instill  art." 
"I 
make  a spectacle of 
myself
 and I 
make a living at it," 
she added. 
Oleszko has 
appeared  in various 
magazines in costume, including 
Esquire, 
Ms., Us, Smithsonian,
 Oui and Sesame
 
Street.  
For Sesame Street, she was part of  a 
career awareness series that 
showed her 
transforming into a portable 
landscape. 
She wore lawn cloth around her body, a 
gold face for the sun and satin pillows for 
clouds on her arms. 
"It was about six pages and it said 'Hi, 
I'm Pat Oleszko. I'm 
an artist. I like to 
make people laugh,' "she said. 
Oleszko, who now lives in New
 York, 
performed at SJSU following a six -day 
theater festival in 
Poland.
 She jokingly 
said "they liked me so much they stole my 
passport and visa, but
 
I told them I had a 
heavy gig in San Jose." 
She gave a free performance for 
students last night
 as part of her SJSU 
stay, which included a lecture on 
Tuesday.  
CREATURE  
FROM
 
THE BLACK
 
LAGOON
 
(9:30 p.m.)
 
.
 
FRANKENSTEIN
 
(8:00  
p.m.)  
FANTASTIC
 
IN
 
3-I3
 
CREATURE
 FROM THE 
BLACK
 
LAGO9N
 
THE
 
TEXAS  
CHAINSAW
 
MASSACRE
 
(11:00
 
p.m.)
 
FRIDAY
 
FUCKS
 
"Halloween 
Spectacular!"  
Tomorrow  October 30 
a 
The original
 1931 
Frankenstein  
. . . A 3-0  
horror classic
 (complete 
with funky 
glasses)  . . 
and  a film to 
rip you out 
of your seat!
 
..]
 
WARNING! The
 faint-hearted are 
advised
 not to attend this 
program. A 
health  certificate might be 
requested upon en-
tering.  A medic
 may be 
standing
 by." 
ENTIRE 
PROGRAM  $1.75 
MORRIS DAILEY AUD. 
 
This
 is 
a 
disclaimer.
 
No
 
medic,  
no
 
certificate
 
needed
 
If you want to work for a computer company that expects more of you 
than more of the same, talk to CSC. Our recruiter will be on campus 
to answer your
 questions 
November  
3rd.
 
The 
mil%liniitations
 
are the ones yon 
bring  with yon.
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A 
wing
 
and
 
a 
prayer
 
1 
Photo
 by 
Bob  
Bernardo
 
Aerial
 
ballet  
over  
Salinas
 
takes  
off  
with 
Blue 
Angels
 
By David 
Flemate  
Staff 
Writer  
This past 
weekend saw one 
of the largest 
gatherings  
of stunt
 flyers ever 
assembled  in the 
U.S.  come together 
for the first 
California  
International
 Airshow. 
The two-day
 international 
air show attracted
 over 
60,000 
people to the 
Salinas
 Municipal 
Airport
 where the 
event took place. 
The 
star-studded  lineup of 
flyers  and sky divers 
in-
cluded the U.S.
 Navy's Blue Angels, 
stunt pilot Art Scholl,
 
test pilot Bob 
Hoover,  the Canadian 
Reds, the French 
Connection, the
 Stardusters and Bob
 and Pat Wagner. 
Flying  through the air 
with  uncanny precision, 
the 
Blue Angels 
performed  their 73rd 
show of this year. 
The precision 
flight team, now in its 
35th
 year of 
exhibition 
flying,
 roared through 
its usual series of 
breathtaking
 manuevers 
which demonstrate
 the 
tremendous dexterity 
of these AF -4 Skyhawk
 II jets. The 
Blue Angels 
were definitely the highlight 
of the afternoon 
as the six jets flew in formation
 in various configurations, 
including the 
diamond,  delta, epsilon 
and
 rolled in circles 
above toe audience. 
Their unique 
form
 of aerial ballet comes from 
many  
years'
 experience and hours of planning and 
plotting 
manuevers, which they manage to 
make look effortless. 
Following the Blue Angels
 was SJSU graduate Art 
Scholl, stunt pilot 
extraordinaire,  known for his unusual 
methods of going from 
point A to B in his DeHavilland
 
Super Chipmunk. 
One of his most 
interesting  manuevers is 
called the 
"Iomcevak,"
 in which he intentionally throws 
the plane 
into a rolling 
tumble
 and recovers by, as he puts 
it.  
"looking
 for something (1) recognize." 
Scholl, 
who has appeared on various TV shows for 
special
 stunts, always concludes his show
 flying by the 
crowd, low to the ground, while standing
 outside of the 
cockpit of his plane on the
 wing. 
The Stardusters, an all
-women skydiving team out of 
San 
Francisco
 performed some jumps while the Canadian 
Reds, Rod Ellis and 
Bill Cowan in two Pitts S -2A bi 
planes  
drew circles
 of smoke around the descending
 divers. 
Imagine the things some 
husbands  will make their 
wives do. Stunt pilot 
Bob  Wagner does circles 
and
 rolls in 
his bi plane with his wife 
firmly  attached to 
the
 
top. 
Although
 "wing -walking" has been 
outlawed, this legal 
form of circus -like stunt action 
brought  looks of disbelief 
from viewers. 
Bob 
Hoover,
 World War II fighter
-turned
-test  pilot, 
performed some
 extremely difficult feats of his own with 
a vintage WWII Rockwell P -5I Mustang
 fighter plane. 
Later in the day he used an ordinary business 
plane,  the 
twin
-engine Strike Commander. His show included 16
-
point rolls with one or both engines off. 
Also on hand were the French Connection, 
Daniel  
Aeligoin and Montaine Mallet, whose
 Mudry Cap 10's 
were taken through enough rolls
 to make even the 
strongest stomach turn. 
Master of Ceremonies Jim Driskell, who 
narrates
 for 
Bob Hoover at all 
major  shows, described each of the 
ma nuevers which were all planned before hand. 
An apparent first-time flyer, Merdle Higginbottom, 
won
 
a 
free flight with an 
instructor.
 
Higginbottom,  
managed to get off the ground minus the instructor and 
thrilled the audience with one point landings and a general 
disregard for all safety. As it turned out, to 
the relief of on-
lookers the pilot in wig and costume was none other than 
stunt man Art Scholl. 
Meanwhile, on the ground, was an 
impressive  display 
of aviation, including military, NASA and civilian air-
craft. 
Much of the credit for planning this major air show 
goes to Jerry Ross who came up with the original idea. 
Ross, a geology student here at SJSU, is also 
the resident 
advisor at Joe West Hall. 
Part of the estimated $600,000 
netted  from the show 
fund raiser, will be used to help make this an annual event
 
with some $500,000 going to local Monterey county 
charities. 
Photo by Bob Bernardo
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Included in the 
Salinas Air Show 
were  (clockwise 
from
 
top)
 
Art 
Scholl, the 
Blue Angels, the Canadian
 Reds, Bob and Pat 
Wagner
 
and
 the Blue
 
Angels.
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Preview
 
celebration
 
highlights
 
art  
auction  
By Kris Eldred 
Staff 
Writer  
A special
 preview 
party to introduce the 
second annual
 Art Faculty 
and Alumni Auction will be 
held at 630 p.m. Sunday in 
the 
SJSU  art galleries. 
Interested 
students
 
and faculty members are 
invited  to attend the special 
party, according to Fred 
Spratt, Art Department 
chairman. 
Spratt said the purpose 
of the party is to focus 
attention on works that will 
be 
for sale at the auction 
Some of the artists are 
planning to attend the 
party, he 
added.  
Over 200 designs in 
ceramics, glass, painting, 
original graphics, 
photography and sculpture 
will be auctioned off from 
1:30 to 5 p.m. Nov. 15 in the 
S.U. Ballroom. 
The works have been 
donated by alumni and 
faculty members, ac-
cording to Spratt. He said 
Musical
 
talents
 
enliven 
the 
Pub  
By Jayne Ash 
Start Writer
 
Passage, a 
duo, and Sterling, a trio, will 
share  the 
spotlight 
tomorrow
 afternoon and evening in 
the Spartan 
Pub.
 
Passage begins
 at 3:30 p.m. and will 
perform music 
ranging from 
rock 'n  roll to country western. 
Each of the two members 
plays  three instruments. 
Mark DaniLschek plays 
the bass, piano and  guitar, 
while partner Jack Collins 
accompanies with the violin,
 
mandolin and guitar. 
Passage has been 
together the past three 
years, 
playing 
gigs
 from Santa Cruz to San Francisco. 
"We also
 spend a lot of time in the 
studio  recording 
tapes,- 
Danitschek  said. "We're trying 
to
 get signed up 
with a 
record  company but haven't 
been  that lucky yet. 
"You
 have to be persistent. It 
seems as though you 
have to be told 'no' three
 times before they will 
even  
consider  you
 
Passage is also playing
 at The Loft in Town 
and  
Country Village, The Red 
Baron  at the Reid-Hillview 
Airport  and Acapulco in San 
Jose.  
Sterling will be 
entertaining
 pub patrons from 8 to 11 
p.m. 
The
 trio includes a female 
vocalist,  who "is really our 
strong point,"
 said band member Keith 
Alan. 
Sterling plays
 top 40 songs along 
with a mixture of 
originals. 
Two of the 
members,  Alan and 
Kelsie  Moore. have 
been playing together
 for about 15 years.
 They teamed up 
in 
Toledo,
 Ohio.
 
"We are really 
the  nucleus of the 
band.-
 Alan said. 
"Our
 bass and drum 
players  both had 
previous  contracts 
in 
Reno
 and Lake 
Tahoe.
 So we're 
waiting
 for their con-
tracts  to be up so 
we
 can get back 
together  next 
spring.
 
"Playing 
back East is really
 bad. It is like you
 have to 
fight to get
 a gig. Out here 
there  is a lot more 
happening  in 
the 
music business. 
Back
 East is a whole 
other world.-
TBEREOt
 
IN YOUR 
FIITURE?,
 
There
 is 
if 
you  
complete
 
Air 
FO4rCe
 
Of - 
ficer
 
Training
 
School
 
When  
you 
graduate
 
from  
our
 
three-month
 
course
 
you'll  
be 
enti-
tled
 to 
wear
 
the 
gold
 
bars
 
of
 a 
second
 
lieuten-
ant  
You'll
 
also  
enioy
 
the  
prestige
 
and
 all
 the 
benefits
 
of an 
Air
 
Force  
officer
 
You'll
 
work  
with
 
professional
 
people  
in 
challenging
 
and  
rewarding
 
career
 
areas
 
You'll
 
gain  
valuable
 
experience
 
Air  Force 
experience
 
Our  
equipment
 is 
among
 
the 
best 
there
 
is
 
And  
Our  
employment
 
package
 
is 
unbeatable
 
You  
II 
find
 the 
gold
 
in 
your  
future
 
by
 
contacting
 
your
 
nearest
 
Air
 Force 
recruiter
 
TSqt
 Rudy 
Roesel
 , 
3 
8 
1 
-4 
3 
7 7 
1930 
Camden
 
Ave.
 
S .J 
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A wear 
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this is 
the second year 
the 
auction
 will take place
 
since 
the early 
or mid 
'60s  
when  auctions 
were 
previously  held. 
At last year's 
auction,  
item prices 
ranged  from 
$10  to $400, but the 
average  
price  per 
piece  was 
"around $75," 
Spratt  said. 
The event earned the 
department $9,000, Spratt 
added. 
"We were really 
surprised," he said. 
"We 
had expected the average 
to be around 
$40.
 Still, the
 
pieces sold for well below 
retail prices, 
especially  for 
artists with reputations." 
Sponsored 
by the SJSU 
Art  
Department
 
and  the 
Art  
Alumni
 
Association,  
funds from
 the 
auction
 will 
go 
toward
 
student
 
aid,  
scholarhips
 and 
special 
art 
programs.
 
Most 
of
 the 
works  
will  
be on 
display  
through
 Nov. 
13 
in the 
Art 
Building 
galleries,  
rooms 
127, 131 
and 
137.  The 
galleries
 are 
open
 from 
11 am.
 to 4 
p.m.  
Monday 
through 
Friday. 
Assistant curator Jeannie Geary (left) 
examines  the skull 
of a 
baby whale at the Museum of Birds 
and Mammals 
located 
on the fifth floor of Duncan Hall. 
The skeleton of a 
sea otter (above) is one 
of the many skeletons located in 
Page
 5 
Photos  by 
Bob 
Bernardo  
the museum which 
includes
 lions, kangaroos and 
parakeets. The 
vertebraes
 are used as a display for 
science students and 
for research and reference for 
graduate 
students
 
Duncan  
Hall houses
 animal
 
collection
  
Various
 
beasts
 
abound
 
in 
museum
 
By Jayne Ash 
Staff Writer 
What do mountain 
lions, 
kangaroos
 and ex-
tinct Carolina parakeets 
have
 in 
common?
 
All can be found in the 
Museum of Birds and 
Mammals in Duncan Hall. 
Three rooms on 
the 
fifth floor 
of the building 
are 
filled  with bones, 
skeletons and 
skins of 
thousands of birds and 
mammals from across the 
state and around the world. 
There are 3,000
 to 4,000 
birds and
 another 4,000 
mammals
 catalogued 
in 
the 
museum. 
Cataloging  
includes assigning a 
number and 
tagging the 
specimen 
before it is 
placed 
in
 its appropriate 
spot in the museum. 
"Our museum is just 
as
 complete as 
many  big 
museums in the 
world," 
said Biological 
Sciences 
Professor Henry
 Weston, 
curator  of 
the
 bird 
museum.  
The  specimens 
come
 to 
the museum from
 persons 
who obtain special 
collecting 
permits.  
Animals may 
be killed on 
roads or 
illegally hunted. 
The museum contains 
a 
few rarities. A 
Carolina 
Parakeet, extinct
 since the 
mid -1800s, 
can be found
 
mounted
 in one 
of the 
rooms.
 
The parakeets 
once 
flourished 
over the 
southeastern 
part  of the 
United States. They 
became extinct 
due  to 
hunting and destruction
 of 
their habitat. 
Other rarities include 
an egg collection and a 
collection of sclerotic rings 
which are found in birds. 
The bony rings encircle 
the eye of the bird.  
Moss Landing Marine 
Laboratories, located on 
the Monterey Bay, has 
donated most of the whale 
and dolphin skeletons in 
the  
museum. 
The bones and 
skeletons are from animals 
washed ashore. 
The  museum 
also 
specializes  in a 
large 
number
 of skulls 
from 
beaked whales. 
Skulls  from 
these mammals 
are rarely 
found. 
Skulls of 
all types of 
birds 
and animals are very 
important
 in identifying
 
the 
family  and 
species
 the 
vertebrate belongs in. 
"We first
 try to find 
representatives
 from
 in the 
state. Secondly, we 
acquire 
species from 
the United 
States
 and the 
world," 
Weston said. 
In the display cases
 on 
the 
third and fifth 
floors  of 
Duncan Hall,
 mounted 
birds 
found  in 
California
 
BE 
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OF
 THE 
CRUCIAL SEARCH FOR 
OIL AND 
GAS RESE 
Seismograph
 is looking 
Trainees.  Requirements 
are a 
E.E.T., MET., 
engineering  
geologic engineering  
and 
challenge. 
Seismograph
 Service Corporation
 is an international 
geophysical 
exploration  company involved
 in wireline services for 
oil  and gas wells and 
the collection and 
formulation  of raw 
seismic  data. 
Talk  with us. Or write: 
Personnel Director, Box
 1590, Tulsa, 
Oklahoma 
74102.  Phone: 918.627-3330. 
an 
Seismograph  
Service 
Corporation  
RVES. 
for  Field Sewice 
Engineers
 and Seismic 
Analyst  
degree in the 
physical  sciences  
E.E.,  M.E.  
science,  mathematics, physics,
 geology, or 
an indomitable
 spirit that welcomes 
THE 
SEISMOGRAPH
 
EXECUTIVE
 
a 
--) 
 
 
we will be 
on 
campus  for interviews 
n Nov. 
n 
7 
. 
Contact  
your
 placement
 office
 for an 
ppointinent
 and 
educational
 
requirements.
 
SEIsMtAiRAPH  ,ERVii
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ORPORATION
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EQVAt OrPtiltit SITS FMPLinalf 
are 
featured.  
"We
 are 
very
 
fortunate
 
to 
have 
these," 
Weston
 
said, "especially this many 
from the 
state,"
 
The 
museum  has a 
three
-pronged  
purpose,
 he 
said. 
The 
museum 
is 
primarily
 for graduate
 
students 
and staff 
mem-
bers 
who are conducting 
research. 
Secondly, 
the 
museum 
serves as a source 
for  classroom 
displays 
and  
as an 
educational
 tool. 
Lastly, the 
museum is 
a reference
 collection 
where people
 can compare 
specimens and 
see animals 
they 
have not 
encountered  
before.
 
Jeannie 
Geary,  
assistant 
curator of the 
museum, has 
worked five 
years  preparing 
and 
mounting 
specimens. 
Geary 
is currently
 
working on her
 master's 
thesis  on 
criteria  for 
identifying
 mammal
 bone 
fragments
 found in 
Indian  
mounds.
 She began
 
working  at the
 museum 
as
 
a work
 study student 
when 
she 
was  studying 
for her 
bachelor's 
degree in 
biology.
 
"I 
intend 
to continue
 
cataloging
 
here," 
Geary 
said.  
"Many
 
would  
just
 
love to 
have 
this  job 
since  
there 
aren't  
many  
positions  
in museums available." 
Volunteers
 help staff
 
the museum. They 
are 
responsible
 for 
numbering  
skeleton
 bones
 and 
cataloging
 
specimens.
 
"Museum 
work is 
good 
experience,-
 Geary
 said. 
"It allows
 a hands
 on type 
of 
work."
 
The Museum of Birds 
and Mammals is not the 
only museum in Duncan 
Hall. There are also 
collections of insects. 
plants, fish, reptiles and 
amphibians. 
Students 
may not 
walk  
through
 the 
mammal
 
museum
 unless 
they are 
with 
a group. 
Individual
 
students
 may 
view  many 
specimens
 in the 
Buechner  
Collection, 
Duncan 
Hall, 
room 
549. 
In this 
collection. 
heads  of elk, 
caribou
 and 
other large animals 
and a 
whale 
flipper skeleton can
 
be found. 
Read
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Future  
committee
 
discusses
 
21st
 
century
 
By Tom Quinlan 
Staff Writer 
Its only coincidence,
 but the 
Halloween 
weekend  will 
find SJSU 
hosting a 
Committee  on the 
Future. 
The
 committee 
will  not use 
crystal
 balls or 
tarot  
cards,
 but instead is 
hoping to gather
 the opinions, 
ideals 
and 
foresight  of 
indiuviduals  who 
are  closely 
involved  
with SJSU 
and have an 
idea of where 
the campus 
should  
be by the 
year  2000. 
According
 to David
 McNeil, 
history  
professor
 and 
chairman  of the 
Academic 
Senate,
 the purpose
 of the 
committee  is to 
gather 
suggestions  from 
people who
 are 
not usually 
active in 
university  policy 
making.  
The  Committee 
on the Future:
 Directions 
2000,  was 
established  by 
the California
 State 
University  
and
 
Colleges 
system  Board 
of Trustees
 to look for
 "those 
provisions
 that will
 enable our 
educational
 values to 
survive," 
according to 
August Coppola,
 chairman 
of
 the 
committee 
In the same letter, Coppola told SJSU President Gail 
Fullerton the committee is "not simply planning for the 
future...) but hopes) to provision for the future." 
board of trustees would 
have some 
input
 as 
to 
the  
various  
ways
 in which the CSUC
 system could 
develop.  
According
 to 
Brazil,
 the 
discussion  
and
 the 
meetings  
that 
follow  will be 
an excellent 
opportunity
 for 
all in -
The 
committee
 is 
'not
 simply
 
planning
 for
 the 
future.
 . . 
(but 
hopes)
 to 
provision
 for 
the  
future'
 
Some
 starting points for the discussion to be held 
at
 
2:30  p.m. today in the S.U. Council Chambers are: 
what  
reality will be like in the 21st century:
 how will the 
university system adapt to or shape 
personal and societal 
demands in the future and what
 structure, quantity and 
quality
 of knowledge will be like 
then.  
John Brazil, SJSU
 executive assistant
 to the 
President, 
said
 the committee was formed
 so that the 
Center  chooses 
theme
 for each day 
terested 
people  to discuss 
the  path that 
CSUC
 system 
must follow in the 
future "with some 
members of the 
system who
 have some real 
influence."  
In 
addition to the Open
 Forum on the 
Future,  there 
will be a total of 
10 meetings that are 
open  to the public 
tomorrow morning. 
Five of 
the meetings will be held at 9 
a.m.,  and the 
other five will be held at 10:30 a m 
Womyn's
 
Week  
plans 
underway
 
By 
Carol  
Peterson
 
Staff
 
Writer
 
The 
SJSU  
Women's
 
Center 
has 
launched
 
preparations
 
for  the 
next 
Womyn's  
Week 
by 
designating  
a theme
 for 
each
 of the
 five 
days  and 
naming
 
committee  
heads. 
Next 
year 
will
 be the 
ninth 
consecutive  
year  the 
week-long  
series 
of lec-
tures, 
films, 
panel  
discussions
 and 
other 
events 
will be 
held
 at SJSU.
 
"Womyn's  
Week 
is 
there
 to 
educate  
and
 ex-
pose 
people,  all 
people, 
men 
and  
women,
 to 
the 
issues
 in 
the 
women's  
movement  
and in 
women's  
lives,"
 said 
Lucinda
 
French,
 
Women's  
Center 
director.
 
The center
 relies 
on
 
volunteer  
help to 
coor-
dinate 
events. In 
1982 
Womyn's Week is 
scheduled for the first
 week 
of March. Activities will 
take place
 in and around 
the Student
 Union. 
Womyn
 is spelled with 
a 
"y"  rather than the 
traditional 
"e", said 
Azucena  Coronel-Martinez 
of the Women's Center, 
because "the orginal word 
was men: the wo came 
, later." 
"This 
emphasizes the 
idea of men as the principal 
and most important
 sex," 
she 
said.  "It will be spelled 
with a y until we 
gain 
equality 
with
 men. This 
includes
 the ERA, abortion 
rights and body rights." 
The center 
will  kick off 
the week by co-sponsoring 
an anniversary celebration 
with Women's Studies, 
marking the 
10th
 an-
niversary of the center and 
Women's Studies. 
The 
committee  
planning the anniversary 
celebration is headed by 
Karen Hunter, an SJSU 
student.  
Students
 
scuffle
 
about
 
Khomeini
 
By 
Randy 
Paige  
Staff Writer 
Pro and 
anti -Khomeini
 students were
 involved in 
a 
scuffle shortly
 before 11 
a.m.  Tuesday 
in
 the Student 
Union.  
University 
police  received 
three  calls at 11 
a.m. 
concerning 
the  fight, but 
by
 the time they
 arrived the 
fighting  was 
over,
 according to 
Technical  
Services
 Officer 
Russell Lunsford.
 
Police 
escorted  both 
sides
 to separate
 areas of the 
union and 
monitored  the 
area.  No 
further
 violence was
 
reported.
 
According  to 
Jossien  Miry, 
pro-Khomeini 
Con-
federation  of 
Iranian
 Students 
representative,  
the
 fight 
involved 
approximately  30 
Iranian
 students. 
Miry said
 four Confederation
 members 
were  passing 
the pro
-Khomeini  Moslem 
Student's 
Association  table 
while on the way
 to use a telephone. 
A dispute 
arose  between the 
opposing  factions 
and  one 
Confederation  student 
was jumped 
by
 some of the 
Association 
students  standing 
around
 the table, Miry 
said. 
The 
remaining
 three 
Confederation  
students
 came to 
the 
victim's aid, and 
before long 30 
students  were in-
volved.
 The fight ended
 before police 
arrived,  Miry said. 
Representatives
 of the Moslem 
Student's
 Association 
were not 
available for 
comment.  
SJSU
 
whistles
 
to 
bolster  
safety
 
The  Administration of Justice 
Club  will give away 50 
whistles 
today  to promote public 
safety,  according to 
member Gus Robinson Jr. 
The 
whistles  will be placed in a 
box at the information 
center
 in the Student Union They will 
be offered on a first -
come,
 first -served basis 
Grope & 
ASPB  present
 
The  Varsity Sport of the Mind
 
cosign 
voin  
Intramural
 Competition 
Sign 
your  team 
up
 now at the 
Student
 Union 
Information  
Center
 
by 
Thursday,
 November
 5 
Double
 
elimination  play
 
begins  
Monday,
 
November  9 
For
 
more
 
information  
Call
 
Judy
 
at 
277-3228
 
March
 8, 1982 has been 
proclaimed
 International 
Women's Day by the 
United Nations. 
Campus 
events 
will coincide with 
the international theme by 
focusing on minority 
and  
Third World women. 
Coronel-Martinez, Th-
ird World coordinator for 
the Women's Center, is 
planning 
that day's events. 
Community resources 
available for women will be 
highlighted  March 9. The 
chairperson for the com-
mittee coordinating and 
contacting area agencies 
and services remains 
vacant.  
Activities March 10 
will focus on health and 
sexuality. A panel
 
discussion on women's
 
sexuality is planned. The 
committee 
coordinating 
the remainder of the ac-
tivities is headed by 
SJSU
 
student Lorraine
 Morrone 
Womyn's Week 
event, 
will conclude March
 II 
with a day -long 
forum on 
the
 current issues within 
the  
women's
 movement.
 
No one 
has  
volunteered
 to 
chair 
this
 committee. 
Additionally,
 Annette 
Roberts will
 be responsible
 
for incorporating
 drama 
and musical 
presentations 
into each 
day's events.
 
Helen Engledow
 will head 
publicity 
for  Womyn's 
Week. 
Some of the 
activities 
included in the week's 
events are
 a debate on 
pbortion, workshops on 
women's health and the 
film "The Life and Times 
of Rosie the 
Riveter
 " 
"There are still lots of 
positions that we 
need  to 
fill," 
French said. "A 
number of 
women have 
volunteered 
already  
though."  
HALLOWEEN
 COSTUME CONTEST 
Friday, October
 30 
12:00 noon at S.U. 
Amphitheater  
Prizes
 for scariest, sexiest, 
and most 
original.
 
The 
meeting  
places
 for each 
session  will 
be: 
Engineering
 Building,
 room 
141;
 the 
Business
 Tower,
 
room 952;
 Faculty 
Offices,  room 
104; 
MacQuarrie  
Hall,  
room 438;
 and Journalism
 Building, 
room  134. 
According  
to Brazil,
 each 
meeting 
will 
have
 one 
committee  
member  
participating.
 The
 
committee
 
members
 will 
rotate  to a 
different 
room for 
the second
 
meeting.
 
In 
addition to 
Coppola,  the 
other 
members
 of the 
committee
 will 
include 
Patrick  
Conners,
 Peter 
Diamandopolus,
 Kibbey
 Horne, 
Claudia
 Hampton
 and 
Gary  Shaw. 
The illness 
of
 one of these 
members caused
 the 
cancellation of 
meetings  at both 9 and 
10:30 a.m. 
This
 will  be the 
second  campus 
visited  by the 
com-
mittee,  which 
will
 visit all 19 of 
the CSUC system
 cam-
puses 
If
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answer
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future,
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over
 60 
schools
 
at
 the 
MBA 
Forum 
The MBA
 forums 
provide  
admissions  
intormation  to 
help you 
 make a more reasoned
 
decision  about 
future  
MBA 
studies.
 
 differentiate
 between 
graduate 
management  
programs.  
 match 
graduate
 management
 programs
 to your 
needs.  
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Petkevicius
 is front
 
and 
center
 
on 
line  
By 
Michael  Liedtke 
Staff  Writer 
Spartan
 
center  
Jeff  
Petkevicius'  
primary
 job 
may 
be a snap, but
 his 
position is 
not easy. 
Con-
trary 
to the belief of 
many
 
people,  
Petkevicius  
duties  
entail considerably more 
than 
just hiking
 the
 
football  
to quarterback
 
Steve  
Clarkson.
 
"The 
center  
has  the 
hardest 
job  on the 
offensive  
line," SJSU
 offensive 
line 
coach Dick 
Sullivan said.
 
"He has a 
lot of respon-
sibility
 and 
Jeff  has 
han-
dled it 
very  well." 
Besides
 
having  to 
contend 
with  fire
-breathing  
nose 
guards  and 
stunting 
linebackers
 once 
he has 
unleashed
 
the  ball, 
Petkevicius 
must  also call 
out the 
blocking assign -
Publicity
 
Photo
 
Jeff Petkevicius 
ments for the entire of-
fensive
 line. 
"My job is to recognize 
the defense 
our opponent is 
in," 
Petkevicius  said. 
"Since I am the
 center, I 
can see 
where  the lineman 
are jumping 
around  and I 
can read blitzes easier than 
the other 
linemen.
 So, the 
blocking 
assignments
 are 
generated from the 
center 
outward."
 
While  barking out 
these 
assignments, 
Petkevicius, 
who has the 
drooping 
eyes  of a basset 
hound, 
must  also keep his 
ears perked
 for Clarkson's 
signal to 
snap  the ball.  
"Sometimes it does get 
confusing,"  the 6-foot -2 
sophomore said. "But you 
get used to it with prac-
tice." 
Once he has hiked the 
ball, Petkevicius
 must then 
attempt 
to carry out his 
blocking assignment, 
which isn't always a simple 
matter. 
"I'm at a 
certain 
disadvantage because I 
can't get in 
a three-point 
stance," Petkevicius said. 
"I have to snap the ball and 
that puts a little burden
 on 
my blocking assignment." 
His compromising 
position 
is further com-
plicated
 by his usual op-
ponent across the line, a 
volcanic nose guard ready 
to erupt 
at the snap of the 
ball. 
As a result, 
Petkevicius 
takes  a brutal 
beating in every game. For 
instance, after the Spar-
tans' game against the 
University of California 
this year, Petkevicius said
 
he felt like he "had been 
through World War III." 
His 
hands, which can't be 
padded because he must, of 
course, hike the ball, are 
subjected to the most 
ruthless treatment. 
But it's 
worth all the 
pain.
 
"I love playing cen-
ter," said the 230-pound 
Math and Computer 
Science major, who in-
sisted he is not a 
masochist. "If
 I played any 
other position on the of-
fensive line, it 
just
 wouldn't 
feel
 right." 
"Jeff has  performed 
extremely
 well," Sullivan 
said. "He has given us real 
steady play while also 
adapting to 
and  learning 
his position. He has been a 
real plus for the team." 
Less 
than a year and a 
half ago, the chances of 
Petkevicius ever playing 
center for 
SJSU seemed 
nil. 
He played for a small 
high school in a small town 
(Kennewick) 
in 
Washington
 and had never 
been to California before 
1980 let alone San 
Jose.
 
And he didn't 
even
 play 
offense his senior year 
in 
high school. He was a 
defensive tackle who was 
named 
as
 the 
conference's  
"Defensive  
Player
 of The 
Year."  
Despite that
 honor, 
Petkevicius
 decided he 
was  
too 
small  to play 
defensive
 
tackle  in college, 
so he 
converted 
to center, 
a 
BOOK SALE 
HUGE SELECTION 
References,  novels, cooking,
 art & many more 
Only
 25C
 a 
stacked
 
inch  
$2.00
 per
 
bagful
 on 
Saturday
 
San Jose 
Main
 Library  Lower
 level 
180W. Safi Carlos 
Oct. 28-31  10:00-5:3() 
Sponsored
 by 
Friends
 of 
San 
Jose Public Library 
classifieds
 
position he had 
played his 
first two
 years in high 
school. 
There was 
only one 
slight problem --no
 major 
colleges wanted 
him, 
fearing that he was too 
short to play 
for their 
teams. 
Petkevicius
 was 
prepared to 
play  for Walla 
Walla Community
 College 
in Washington before 
receiving a telephone call 
from former SJSU
 
defensive 
coordinator  Len 
Troxel. 
At the suggestion of 
Troxel's 
father  Ed, who 
coached the cross-town
 
rival of Petkevicius' high 
school, Troxel invited 
Petkevicius
 to visit SJSU.
 
Petkevicius 
accepted 
the offer thinking it would 
only be a "15 minute visit" 
after 
which  he would be 
able to see 
California for 
the
 first time. 
But  
much 
to 
his 
surpise, Petkevicius was 
offered  
a 
four-year
 
scholarship
 to 
play  for 
the 
Spartans  
even 
though
 
SJSU's  
coaches  
had never
 
seen  him 
in action 
before.
 
"It was
 a total
 shock 
to 
me,"  
Petkevicius  
said. "I 
was
 
amazed
 by 
what 
was 
happening
 
tome." 
Now, 
Petkevicius
 is the 
hub of 
an offensive line 
which has excelled after
 
being ridiculed early in the 
season.
 
"We're like the un-
derdogs
 on the team," 
Petkevicius 
said. 
"Everyone is always 
down 
on us and yelling at us 
when
 things go wrong for 
the team. 
But  when things 
go right, the (offensive) 
backs
 rise and shine. It's 
frustrating 
sometimes,  but 
you learn to live 
with
 it." 
Spartans
 
vs.
 
Card
 
Coming off a 
victory 
over
 the 
worst  
team
 in 
the 
Northern
 California
 
Athletic 
Conference,  
SJSU's  volleyball 
team 
takes on 
one of the 
league's
 finest
 squads, 
Stanford
 University,
 at 
Maples 
Pavilion  tonight
 
at
 7:30. 
In what 
may  have 
been their 
finest  match 
of 
the  season, 
the
 Lady 
Spartans 
dropped
 a 17-
15, 
17-15  
decision  to 
Stanford  in 
an epic 
battle 
played 
during  
the
 
Spartan
 Shops
 tour-
nament.
 
"We have 
played
 
well against
 Stanford," 
SJSU
 head 
coach  Dick 
Montgomery
 said, "but 
we haven't 
played
 well 
on the 
road (where the
 
team 
is 2-81.
 And 
Maples 
Pavilion  is 
really a tough
 place to 
play." 
Come
 to our 
Self -Healing & 
Massage  Class! 
10:00 am - 2:00 pm 
- Saturday, Oct.
 31 
In the Almaden Room, Student 
Union,  SJSU 
Advance Donation of 
$2.00  is required 
Register at the AS 
Business Office 
Sponsored
 by the
 Women's 
tenter - 
Funded  by 
AS 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
STUDIO 
SPACE  TO SHARE Large 
elem classroom 
in Cambrium 
area 
Good area,  
reasonable  
rates  225 
54030r
 773 
MO
 
GURDJIEFF
 
OUSPENSKY
 
CENTRES
 accepting
 new 
Members
 Palo Alto Centre 
14151 
365 5C415
 
SJSU KARATE 
CLUB  Self Defense 
course. 
6 wk beg
 
Toes Oct 27 at 
a 30 
and again
 7 p.m.
 in PER 
700. 
025 Instructor  
Carol Her 
'wide:
 Call 277 
2047 OK 
to start
 
late 
THE 
GREAT 
PUMPKIN Sale 
is
 on. 
Oct 
3630, 
in front of the 
Student  
Union sponsored by the 
Gentlemen
 
of
 the
 Alpha Tau 
Omega  Fall Pledge 
Class  Have 
a super
 Halloween.
 
ASSOCIATED
 STUDENTS
 have 
new 
committee 
openings!  
Student
 Grievance 
Intercultural  
Steering,
 Campus 
Planning
 
Spartan 
shops.
 Data 
Processing,  Student 
Evaluation  
Review  
Board,
 and In 
ternational Student Advisetry.
 
Get 
involved  Call 177 3201 
for  
more 
information
 
RACQUETBALL  
FANATICS 
We
 
need 
male
 and female
 players 
for our 
1961
 team Call 253 5750 
and ask 
Cir Steve or 964 
9937 all, 
for Ian 
ASSOCIATED
 STUDENTS  has jobs 
open 
in Student 
Grievance
 Co . 
Interculture Steering
 Co , 
Campus Planning 
Co.. Student 
Evaluation 
Review 
Board.
 
Spartan
 Shops. 
Board
 of 
Directors, 
Personnel  
Selection
 
Co.
 and 
Library  Call our 
office 
277 
3201 
SJSU 
SIERRA
 
CLUB 
Ski Trips. 
Day
 Hikes. 
Backpacking,  
Bicycling, 
Parties Meet 
every  
Other Tues. 
starting  Sept 22. 
7,30 
p.m.
 Guadalupe
 Rcom
 S.U. 
SUNDAY
 WORSHIP at 
Campus
 
Christian
 Center
 
Lutheran  
10 loam 
Protestant
 
5 00 rn 
Catholic 4 00 and
 
I 00 
Pr,
 
Please 
call Campus
 Ministry
 
1291 
07041
 for
 worship.
 coon 
'HMO.
 
Programs,
 
and Study 
Opportunities
 
Rev 
Natalie 
Shires.
 Fr Bob HayeS. Sr 
Joan  
Panetta. 
Rev Norb Firnhaber
 
GET
 SHE EDGE.
 Prepare 
to take 
the GRE. GMAT.
 LSAT or NTE 
with on campus prep sessiOnS 
Outstanding 
faculty  Low fee 
Courses
 start  eve weeks 
Call 
Continuing
 Education,
 San 
Jose 
Stale
 
University.  1400 
277  
2112
 
There  is no substitution for 
preparation.
 
CHILD
 SEXUAL ABUSE 
Treatment 
program needs 
volunteers
 and 
interns Personally 
rewarding
 
work
 
Call
 Dorothy 
or
 Nancy
 
at 
799 
2475 
HELP WAN TED 
NEED 
HARDWORKING 
Outgoing  
person  Mutt 
eave
 car and 
willing to work weekend
 nights 
Parr time.
 
excellent  pay being a 
Party Photographer No camera 
experience  needed Will be 
trained 
For more
 into. call 969 
9331
 
IDEAL  JOB 
FOR 
STUDENTS  
Full  
fink, wams part time tiOurS 
Easy 
W. Italy 
Sales.  
Fun  
at 
mospher
 
Donations  
for 
wheelchair
 olyMpics
 
09
 
Mon 
Fri 
and 107 Sat 
Call for details
 
251 2128 
WANTED
 
TALENTED 
STUDENTS 
who want 
to earn 
easy 
money 
TOP 
PAY  
Spanish
 Required 2116 
5303 
SALESPERSON  
Outside  Sales
 
Handmade
 Sculptures
 Sell 
Quickly.
 
25/
 
Com. plus 
Bonus.  Over 
SIO/Hr  
Your Hours 
Car  Needed. 
Bob
 
Zafran 
374 7821 Eves 
SALESPERSONS
 
for ceramic
 tile 
shop 
Full 
and  
Part  time. Good 
starting pay 
Friendly and
 
outgoing
 Apply 
2644 Alum 
Rock 
Avenue
 Mon Fri
 105 
OVERSEAS  
JOBS
 Summer/year
 
round 
Europe.
 S Amer..
 
Australia,
 Asia. All 
Fields.
 S500 
S1200menthly
 
Sightseeing  
Free  into. Write IJC 
Box
 52 CA 
38 
Corona
 Del Mar,
 CA 
92625
 
COMPANIONS:
 Hourly 
wage 
Work
 afternoons.
 evenings,
 
weekends
 with 
retarded  
pers.fl
 
in their 
homes.  NO 
experience
 
needed, 
we
 train. 
0565011
 Or 
964 
7259 
FOR  SALE 
TYPEWRITER
 Royal 
office 
manual Late 
model,
 good 
condition
 045 297
 7679 
"ANOTHER
 MAN'S
 TREASURE"
 
(rummage 
sale)  SJSUniv 
Club 
It
 40I 
S Sth 
Wed 
Th. 
Fri  Oct. 
7830.03 30 
NEED TO 
SELL used 
Canon AT 
1 
in perfect condition
 w/case. Call 
796
 111113 
GOOD
 
USED
 
FURNITURE
 
Dinettes  
start at 
$79 50 
Sofa and 
chairsets  1159 SO and up 
Cnests  
from 06950
 Lamps
 
from S9 50 
Table  sets 
139714%
 low
 as 1,59 50 
Bedroom 
sets  iSpr I 
starting  oit 
117930
 Only a 
sampleof  
our 
large 
selection
 Coe 
Furniture 
Rental 
Clearance  
Center
 4995 
Stevens
 Creek Bind Santa 
Clara One 
block east
 of 
Lawrence 
Expressway9S4  
5596 
LOOKING
 FOWARD TO 
paying
 the 
salesman's
 commission,
 
Don't,  
Buy 
direct
 from 
factory with 
warranties  Most 
name  brands 
Brian. 796 3145 or 293 3466 
BEDROOM 
FURNITURE
 Geed 
quality,
 reasonable
 prices 
Complete 
bed (full Viet.
 
dresser 
desk
 combo, 
night 
stands,
 lamps,
 mirrors, 
chairs
 
(upholstered). and chair Stands 
Dar 
725 
8851
 Nights 749 5793 
AUTOMOTIVE
 
SECTION 
67 
BLUE  OW 
BUG Greet
 Condition
 
New 
Clutch
 New 
Transmission  
5950 C 
all 947 /498 
YAMAHA 78 650 
Ecellent
 cOnd 
Only 
1711
 plus extras. 55 mpg 
Call Lance
 2079046 
HOUSING
 
PRIVATE 
ROOM
 1/2 black SJSU
 
Kit Priv 
prefer 
responsible 
male
 
student
 
Bam to p 
797 7679 
HOUSE 
1 bedroom 
plus 
SIMOing
 
Wee
 
LB str/ 
fireplace.  Din rrn 
$45 mo So 
17111  St 762 930 for 
Met 
BLACK
 EMALE  
waded
 to share 
a plush 
apt.
 15 min to 
SJSU
 1300 
month.
 Call Barbara 225 7353 
after 
7p.m  
0265 
SUPER  STUDIO 
Next to 
college. 
Rental Experts.
 249 
MOVE
 
AFDC Welfare
 Housing available 
ALL Areas Rental 
Experts.  249 
MOVE
 
BE 
THE IST. Private Bath. 
0175  a 
month. Rental Experts. 249 
MOVE.  
ROOM TO ROAM 
$240. All utilities 
Free Rental
 EXperts.
 249 
MOVE.  
WALK TO CLASS 
1215 a rnOnth 
Rental Experts 249 MOVE 
1 BEDROOM
 APT For rent. 7 
blks  
from campus 
Old  Victorian 
sms/rno Call 
297 29600ays  
REDUCE  
RENT!!!!
 Studios, 9. 2. 
and 3 
bdrm 
homes  
and 
apart  
rnents 
from  1250. Rentals 
throughout Santa Clara 
County.
 
Speciallting
 in Santa Clara,  
Sunnyvale. 
Cupertino,
 and 
Mt 
View 
Hemel 
inders Rentals 
733 
10900pen 7 
dayS
 
SPACIOUS AND 
SECURE 2 bed. 2 
bath, aph only I 
blk Irmo SJSU 
sec 
parking
 garage, laundry, 
rec rm.
 8130 area, 
comfort  and 
convenience fromS435 per MO 
pets
 
and kids cons call 797 5457 
for
 
aPPt
 
CHARMING 
DUPLEX  1 by. new 
cpts/OrpS Quiet,  
clean nr 
SJSU 
No
 pets. wIr pd 
Ldry  rm 
5350 
297  5517 
SINGLE 
FEMALE  lor beautiful 
home,  pool,
 hot tub Complete 
PrivacyNo Pets 5250 
Open, 
Liberated
 Lifestyle. 
Must  ar 
Super 
Neat 
476 844 
askfor  
Sherri
 
BEDROOM  APT
 
5205. Studio 
(turn) 57.45 Both
 near campus 
1st last
 plus deposit 
Call  Pat 
795 7438 
7 BEDROOMS
 AEK furnished 
5395 00 
Rent month
 plus 
deposits W 
and
 GPD. 
bedrooms
 AEK furnished 5/300 
rent month AEK 
plus  deposits. 
water and garbage pa PH 217 
7590 
BEAUTIFUL 
SPACIOUS
 
BUILDING 
Coed courtyard. 
kitchen, fireplace.  
piano,  linens. 
color TV, 
parking  1150
 to SIII) 
streel.ly
 707 SO 
II st OFFICE
 
122 N a 
St 990)73 
SERVICES
 
WIN 
eel's Secret Game Facts 
World series, NFL. 
NHL. NBA 
Accur comp analysis send 02 00 
8033 
Sunset
 Blvd 
B 
OP Inc 
Suite 545 LA,  CA 90046 
STUDENT
 
WILL 
DO
 
HOUSEWORK 
and
 
yardwork
 
Call
 Lien 
at
 791 9379 
After
 
7 Pni 
NEED 
CASH
 FOR COLLEGE, We 
have thousands of financial 
aid  
sources. Free Into Write us' 
Nat Academic 
Financial Aids 
Inc 
50
 W Brokaw
 Rd Ste to 
S J 
95110 I include 
school.
 
BEST
 
MACHINE
 Best Typist Best 
Price 60N 3.0.
 No 
II23 2117 
4355 
After
 
70 
m 
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
 70 
cotor prints.
 
I 
hrs Photo 
album 
and 
negatives
 
029500
 Ca. 
Douglas 
Scnwarti. 
2463749
 
Photographing  Weddings 
for
 
over 10 years 
LOOKING FOR
 A 
Wedding
 
Photographer? Your wedding 
photographs 
by John
 
Eric 
Paulson 
Photographs  are ex 
Oressions
 of love. 
soft,  
elegant
 
and 
universally  understood For 
the finest award winning 
photography. 
call John at 448 
2300. 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
OPPORTUNITIES  
For
 Police,  
Deputy 
Sheriffs  and Office 
positions in the U.S A Send 06.00 
check or 
money order The 
informer, 13 Fair Street, 
P0.  
One 561,  
Carmel,
 NY 10517 
NEED
 CAR
 
REPAIR?  Student  
Will 
do
 major tune up and minor 
engine repair at 
student rates 
Larry 145 
71313 
STUDENT
 DENTAL PLAN
 Take 
care of your
 mouth and 
teeth  
Save 
Money.  Enroll 
Now! i 
Information
 and brochures at 
A$
 
Office or Info desk,
 or call 
371
 6811 
SHAW'S 
LIGHTWEIGHT  CYCLES 
Racing and
 Touring Specialists 
Spec ialiJino in bicycles tailored 
to the 
rider's
 needs with proven 
comportts  and accessories 
Full  
line of 
clothing  and shoes, expert 
wheelbuildlno, complete
 
repair  
services,
 tools
 by 
Campagnolo  
131 E. Williams Street, San Jose,  
Cal 795 S824 
BAD 
HABIT  5 member TOp
 
00 
dance band available
 for 
weddings  
and 
parties
 
Come 
hear 
us Plan
 
Call  
for auditionS
 
251 8518 
Jaime  or 2300765 
Stuart.  
NEED A 
GIFT quick? But no time 
to 
shop or wrap Or 
deliver
 it? 
We'll 
do it all fOr you! No1 
we're  
not
 a 
florist We're 
"Everything  But 
Flowers" .call us!
 793 GIFT for 
bithoonagrams,
 gourmet 
food 
and wine
 baskets You 
want  it 
we'll 
create  
it,  and 
wrap  it and 
deliver
 it for  
you Call us! 793 
GIFT
 Unique gifts Worn 
$75.00 
LOST AND FOUND
 
REWARD Lost Gold 
chain  
in 
Kith'," 
Of
 Bus Ctrs
 or 
10th
 St 
Garage Sentimental Value. 
Please call Glenn at 739 7048 
STEREO 
AUDIO ENTERPRISES
 has 
thr. 
widest
 selection of the high.), 
fidelity at the lowest prices See 
SU 
bltn 
boards for
 
Specials
 Call 
for quotes 
on
 over 700 brands 
755 5550,
 ask for 
Ken  
TRAVEL
 
CRUISES,
 EXOTIC RESORTS,
 
Sailing 
Expeditions!  Needed
 
Sport
 
Instructors,  office 
per 
sonnet.
 counselors 
Europe.  
Carribean,
 Worldwide! 
Sum  
met. 
Career.
 send 86.95 
p105
 
5?
 
lindi for application openings. 
guide 
to cruiseworld,
 70, No. 
60129, 
2535 Watt Ave Sect°
 CA 
95860 
STUDENT
 
TRAVEL SAVERS 
Amsterdam 
S3I0ow59.1. 
Germany 
$3910w6960,
 Hong 
Kong 52990w.  
Sydney 0.4910w, 
Auckland 
04190w, Plus 
Student
 
statipesses. Tours CIEE 
Student
 Travel 312 Sutter SF
 
94108 415 
421
 
3473  
1511 
Charming 
Bereketey  94704415 84 8604 
FREE
 COUNSELING
 FOR Student 
Travel, Europe. Asia,  
Mexico,
 
Hawaii,  
Africa,  
USA. In 
ternational
 Identity Card. 
Eurail.Britrail,
 
haslet  
cartscamping
 tours, overseas 
lob placement, 
student ship, 
wide map selection,
 boOks, 
backpacks  
and voltage
 con 
on  . 
Trip and  
1,110W.
 
San 
Carlos
 Ines? 
to Main Public 
Library 
1,2 blocks from campus.
 
Open 
7 dayS Mon 
Fri .96, 
Sat.,  
10 5: Sun neon 5 Call 241
 1613 
Israel 0499 London 
5284  Lima 5599 
Tokyo
 
0.435 TEE 511 N La 
Cienega  No 216 L A 
Calif.  12131 
854 
0637  
TYPiNG  
NEED 
TYPING,
 
Prof
 Typist
 will 
give 
your  
work
 the
 OM it 
needs  
All work to be done on IBM 
selectric
 II E xp in 
Thesis,
 
Reports.
 Resumes. and
 Letters 
Reasonable Rates
 if interested 
please 
call
 
7507967 
TYPING Reports,
 resumes,
 and 
Theses  Selectric
 III. 
Reasonable rates, 
and
 can 
meet 
deadlines
 Call 
Jan at 773 
7250 
Cambrian 
Park area 
TOP
 NOTCH 
Editing,
 Typing 
IBM 
Selectric
 
II Base rate 
0135 per 
db sad 
Og 
Call
 Karen at 751 2471 
TYPING  Dane 
in
 my home 
Fast, 
accurate
 service Reasonable 
rate Call
 JAE 725 
6714
 
EXPERT TYPING familiar with 
academic
 
manuscripts.  
Tone  
transcription 
available. 
Fast. 
accurate. 
confidential  Sharp 
Sec   al Service 267 3761 
TYPING TERM 
PAPERS Theses. 
etc IBM correcting 
selectric.  
SI 50/pg Virginia 227 1035 
WESTGATE/CAMPBELL 10 yrs 
experience  typing and 
editing  
Fast. Accurate,
 Dependable
 
Correcting
 
Selectric
 
pica 
Double 
spaced
 from 01 .Patti 
378  
2197  
TYPING,  Cassette Transcriptions. 
Phone Dictation, Pickup and 
Delivery
 
Open
 
7 days a week, 
evenings and weekends Call 
ABLE
 
2470744 
E ASY TYPE TYPING
 SERVICE 
Reports, resumes, letters fast 
and accurate
 7190112 Word 
processing available 
TYPING II 
50/page IBM. 
excellent
 
Quality 238 8040 
QUALITY
 TYPING Done 
Fast
 
Anything
 typed 11.00/d01 pg 
Located
 near Tully Rd. 
Used
 to 
be 
Key wackers 
Ask fa 
Audrey 990  
5215  
TYPING'
 Fast and accurate
 SI.13 
pg. Call 408 
730 5857 for 
Linda  
inSunnyvale 
Three  day 
service
 
EXPERIENCED 
SECRETARY
 
reports,  resumes,  
theses, etc 
Accurate 
113M,prolessional
 
Quality!
 Low cent. 
Guaranteed!  
Pam 
217 26111 
Evenings/weekends  
(Santa  
Clara)
 
TYPING Professional,
 
prompt,
 
ccurte,
 neat projects, 
reports, statistical
 
7533415
 
CUPERTINO TYPING 
near 
DeAnza
 College IBM Selec 
many type styles 
01/01,1  sped pg 
Like any 
!Ob,  gond 
work/low
 
cost Charlene 757 
0977day/ere
 
9E100VS 
TYPING  
SVC Sunnyvale 
Selectric  II, last 
accurate. 
correct
 spelling errors) Per 
page or 
hourly  test
 Phone 
738 
4150
 
HAYMOND
 AND TYSON 
SECRETARIAL  SERVICE F 
ast,  accurate, 
prof typing 
(edited for spelling) IBM 
Selectric Call Sharon at 14011
 
926 
9724 between S 30 
p in 10 30 
pm
 weekdays
 
and all
 day 
Saturdays  
Ad 
Rates  
Minimum
 three
 lines
 on one
 day 
Each 
One 
Two 
Three
 
Four 
Flue 
Extra
 
Duly 
Days 
Days
 
Deys
 
Days  
Day 
I Idiom 
lass 
psi 
PM
 
$1.00
 
$4.211 
0.70 
Imr 
PM 
$420
 
$4.10  
$475 $400
 
$ 70 
3 lines $430
 
$409 $530 
004S
 1500
 
070
 
/lines 
$400
 
on
 
$5
 
10
 
IND
 
$1130 
070 
Foch
 adddlionsl
 line add
 $ 70 
Semester  
Kates 
All  Issues 
70 time 
$34
 
00 * 
10 lInwi 
$4500 
 15 lines
 
$1010
 
Phone  
271-3175
 
(7ircle a 
Clamilicabon
 
Announcements
 
Automo(lve
 
For 
Sate
 
Field 
Wanted  
licensing
 
I oet
 
& 
Found 
Peritoriab
 
Services
 
Stereo 
Travel 
Typtne 
TYPING. ALL kinds Eitdd. 
last 
and accurate 
11.00 DOL spaced 
nage.
 
Editing,  over night 
turn 
around
 and poor 
writing  extra 
Call 
984  7016 
TYPING 
Thesis,
 Term 
Palters. 
Etc . 
Experienced and 
fast. 
reasonabterates
 
Phone 
269 
8674 
TYPING
 
17 years 
experience
 
Theses.  
resumes.  
reports,  
dissertations.
 editing 
All for 
mats
 
Deadlines
 
guaranteed.  
Neat. 
accurate  So 
San Jose. 
Kathie, 
578 1216 
JANE'S PROF TYPING 
Service Accurate high 
qualify, deadlines guaranteed 
Reports, 
theses 
resumes,
 
research
 pepers etc Work,  
performed on IBM Selectric II 
Copy Service available 
with 
nominal fee Here is to another 
WilaShing semester. Call 251 
3912
 
TYPING Neat and accurate. 
reasonable 
rates
 Located in So. 
San Jose Ask 
for Lori at 281 
424 
TYPING 
High 
Quality.
 fast turn 
around. 
friendly  service, free 
copyol each report Call 
Girl 
Friday  Secretarial 
Service,
 787 
9120 
LOS 
ALTOS/PALO  
ALTO  
Selectric
 
III and Electronic 
typing
 
II 75 
per double spaced page
 70 
yrs 
exper for SJSU 
students
 
Irene 94 
7015
 or 494 
6708 
BEST
 TYPIST Best machine 
Best  
prices MN 3rd No VI 787 4355 
after 
200 
WILLOW 
GLEN,ALMADEN 
competent
 ',Ming 
and
 editing of 
term papers,
 reports and 
resumes
 Iuse univ approved 
formats) 
Call  Marcia 
at
 74 
9448 
TYPING Done in 
my home 
Reasonable, fast
 and 
accurate  
Call Lynn 738 
1914  
TYPING Accuracy. 
neatness. 
deadlines guaranteed
 
Exp  in 
theses, reports. 
dissertations
 
App 
SJSU 
Grad  Stud 
IBM 
Sei 
il 
So
 San Jose,Blossom
 
vane',
 
Janet 
777  9575 
dommie.   
Mei  Year 
Ad
 Here: 
CAMBRIAN/LOS
 GATOS 
Experienced
 typist All 
formals
 
IBM 
correcting Selectric Ili 
Choice  of type
 
site and style 
Double spaced 
page,from Si 
Resumes/from 
SS 
Reg.sler.1
 
thesis typist No 
hew,/
 
numerical tabulating Call Pat 
in Sj 
horrie  at 31,7000
 
PERSONALS 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
BARRY! 
Have 
a great day i love 
you 
Wendy  
EZRA 
& BARRY 8. !hats with 
a BA 
Tnanks
 for the
 
cookies
 
I 
goon 
times.
 Love Lan.,
 Bug,
 
Mutt 
HAPPY 
BiRTHDAY 
APRIL On 
Your
 Lucky 18th 
WOULD LIKE to I ind 
a wOman 
tha, 
can 
care  tot to share My 
iife 
with
 
lam
 a 
handicapped
 man I 
have
 a lot to give Will you call 
Brian al 298 2308 
A 
"CUTE AS A BUG" and "Fun To 
Be 
With.'  
Munchkin  
Looking
 tor 
"Chips"
 
Grunt spproximitely 
30 Idlers and spec99  for
 with WWI 
11111111/111 
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/11111111111
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CHECK,
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CASH 
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SPARTAN  
DAILY  
CLASSIFIEDS
 
San Jose 
state  
University
 
San Jose,
 California 
96192  
* 
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Two
 
days
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to pubhcation
 
 
CordecutIve
 
publication
 
dates 
onla 
* 
No
 
refunds
 on 
cancelled
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THEY  
WON'T 
BE , 
A.S.
 
directors
 
By CindN 
Hundock 
Staff Writer 
Student 
concern  about 
the dangers 
of nuclear 
weapons
 and war promp-
ted A.S. 
Vice President
 
Andy
 Arias to bring 
the 
topic 
before
 the board 
of
 
directors 
last week as part 
of 
Public  Forum. 
Public  
Forum
 is on the
 
A.S. 
meeting's
 agenda
 
when 
various 
topics 
are 
brought
 
before  
the 
board  
for 
discussion.
 
The 
nuclear 
weapon 
concern 
was 
aimed 
at 
giving
 the board
 
something
 
to think 
about  and to 
give it 
an 
idea of 
what some
 
students
 on 
campus 
were 
concerned
 
with,  
according
 
to
 Arias. 
Arias  said five or six 
students approached him 
directly with their con-
cerns about nuclear 
weapons and nuclear war. 
Before
 addressing 
the 
Thursday  October 29. 
1981  
by 
Chuck  
Beckum  
Si  
taguicie
  
b 
Dean 
Fortunati  
UPHOLSTERED  
FOX
 
ROLLS
 ?.1 
040/0,  sc 
REAL
  
Ti 
discuss
 nuclear
 
war
 
Andy 
Arias
 
board, Arias
 said he also 
approached 
students to 
find what their
 ideas about 
nuclear 
weapons  were. 
"Nuclear
 weapons 
used to 
be used as a 
deterrent," Arias 
said. The 
Weather
 
Highs 
tomorrow 
will  be in the 
low 70s, 
with  low 
temperatures
 in the
 mid 50s. 
There  is a 
chance  of 
scattered 
showers 
tomorrow.  The 
skies  will be 
slightly  
cloudy 
This weather
 forecast is 
provided by 
SJSU's 
Meteorology 
Department  
MOLSON
 
Photo  by 
Dave
 
Hat  
weapons are now used as a 
"threat," according to 
Arias. 
Arias 
said  he is going 
to work with students to put 
together information on 
nuclear weapons 
and  their 
effects.
 He said he would 
present the board with a 
resolution 
and  the in-
formation
 packet in a few 
weeks.  
A 
petition  
campaign  
to 
get
 California
 residents
 to 
ask
 President
 
Reagan
 to 
delay 
building
 
more  
nuclear 
weapons 
is being 
worked  on 
now,
 according
 
to 
Arias,
 but 
will not 
cir-
culate 
until  Dec. 6. 
During  the 
discussion
 
last 
week, 
Arias 
also 
presented
 a 
report
 on 
nuclear
 war 
and read
 an 
account
 on 
what 
might 
happen  to 
San
 Francisco
 if 
a nuclear 
attack  did 
occur.
 
Two movies 
shown  last 
week 
were  about the 
"ugliness
 of nuclear 
war," 
Arias said. "You can't just 
watch the film and walk 
away from it." 
Arias said 
the video 
tape, "The Last 
Epidemic, 
Medical Consequences of 
Nuclear War," showed
 
"lots of file clippings of 
Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki"
 
after the atomic 
bombings 
occurred. 
Arias
 said he learned 
from the film and 
discussion following that
 
the United States has 30.000 
nuclear warheads, while 
the Soviet Union 
has 20,000. 
The United States has 
10,000 aimed at the Soviet 
Union, 
Arias  said, and the 
Soviets have 6,0 0 0 
warheads pointed at the 
United States. 
The video tape 
was 
presented last Thursday at 
Jonah's Wail by the United 
Campus Christian 
Ministries of SJSU, 
campus ministries at Santa 
Clara University, 
Pacific  
Life Community and the 
San Jose Peace Center. 
On Sunday, several 
movies about nuclear war 
were shown in Sweeney 
Hall. They 
were sponsored 
by the SJSU chapter of the 
Women's Party for Sur-
vival.  
Also at the meeting, 
the board appointed 
Martha Brandt as forums 
chairwoman to the A.S. 
Program Board, John 
I can't 
believe
 it. I trusted you..,  and you drunk the last Molson. 
le hi, M.11,10 .4 
I  (ore
 4.,k 55
 
Stephens  to the animal 
facilities committee and 
Ed Kochanowaski
 to the 
data 
processing  com-
mittee. 
The 
animal  facilites 
committee reviews animal 
facilities and procedures at 
SJSU. It also reviews 
proposed projects or ac-
tivites in which 
animals
 
are involved. 
Warren Ka Ilenback, 
associate dean of spon-
sored programs, said a 
project  the 
committee
 has 
been working
 on for 
several years is to 
move 
the animal facility, located 
in Building P. to the Old 
Science Building 
basement. Building 
P is no 
longer used by students 
and faculty because it is 
unsafe. 
The Department of 
Psychology animal lab 
keeps rats and sometimes 
mice and hamsters to 
conduct sleep and aging 
experiments.  
For three years the 
committee
 has been 
working 
on
 having a 
central animal laboratory 
at 
SJSU.  
The data processing 
committee studies 
problems  and recommends 
policies concerning data 
processing. 
African
 
Awareness
 Month Planning 
Committee  
will
 meet at 
5 p.m. today
 in the 
S.U.
 
Guadalupe
 
Room.  
   
Recreation  
132 will 
have a 
"Motivating  
Volunteers"  
workshop  
from
 
10 a.m. to 
noon  today in 
the S.U. 
Costanoan
 
Room
 Refreshments
 will be 
served.
 
   
Tryouts
 for the 
Spartan
 cheerleading
 
squad
 will be held at 
6.30 p.m. today 
in 
Physical  
Education
 Recreation 
Building, 
room 260. 
A two-minute 
routine is 
required.
 
   
The 
International  
Center
 will have a 
luncheon at 
noon today at the 
International 
Center,  360 S. 
11th  St. Cost is 
$6.50. For 
reservations 
call
 Muriel at 279-4575
 or 277-
3690. 
   
Gary  Stron will 
speak  on 
financing
 
California 
libraries
 at a library
 science 
colloquium 
class at 11 a.m.
 today on the 
sixth floor of Library North.
 
   
The Psi 
Chi organization
 is 
sponsoring
 
a 
Halloween party
 at 3 p.m. 
today  in 
Dudley
 Moorhead 
Hall,  room 158. 
For 
further 
information
 call Karen
 Noggle at 
277-3965. 
   
The Gay 
and Lesbian Student 
Union 
will  meet at 8 tonight 
in the S.U. 
Guadalupe
 Room. Call 
Peter Maxwell at 
277-8643
 for further 
information.  
   
The 
SJSU Sailing Club 
will  meet at 7 
tonight
 in Dudley Moorhead
 Hall, room 
226A. 
Sign-ups
 will he taken
 for the next 
sail  an San 
Francisco.
 
   
The  All 
African  
Peoples
 
Revolutionary  
Party
 will 
show
 two 
films  at 7 
tonight 
in 
Morris
 
Dailey  
Auditorium,
 
"Autobiography  
of 
Malcolm  
X"
 and 
"Amazing
 Grace 
of Dr. 
Martin  
Luther
 
King."  Call 
Hanaya  at 
988-1708  for 
further
 
information,
 
   
The Black Students of 
Engineering
 
will meet at 6:30 tonight 
in 
the  
Engineering  
Building,
 room 
148.
 Call 
Thomas  Arzu 
at
 287-8999 for
 more in-
formation.  
   
The
 United New
 
Conservationists
 will 
have
 a fundraising
 dinner at 6 
tonight in 
the 
Bruener's Hospitality
 Room, 525 E. 
Hamilton 
Ave., 
Campbell.
 Cost is $5.
 For 
reservations call 243-2773  or 378-5390. 
   
The 
American  
Institute  of 
Chemical
 
Engineers
 will meet 
at 7:30 tonight 
in the 
S.U. 
Almaden  
Room.
 Speaker 
will be 
Gordon 
H. Goff from 
Bechtel  Group,
 Inc., 
talking
 on "Process
 Design -- 
A 
Challenging
 Career
 for 
Chemical  
Engineers."
 
 
  
Library 
Science 
Colloquium  
Class  will 
present 
Fran
 Spigai 
speaking  
about
 the job 
market
 for librarians
 at noon 
today  in the 
sixth floor, 
Library North. 
   
The 
Humanities 
Club will hold
 a 
lecture 
on
 Faust at 8 
tonight  in the 
S.U.
 
Pacheco 
Room. Call 
Lary
 Stapleton 
at 268-
2285 for further information. 
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A weekly entertainment supplement of the Spartan Daily, 
EllItIth 
Etilt11,11 
Thursday,
 
October
 29 
5 
A 
"la 
music  
The
 
Entertainer
 
Calendar
 
No 
Alternative,  the Retorts, 
the Unaware and Plastic 
Media 8 tonight at Boner Hall. 
1st and 
Campbell
 As..  Ad 
mission 
34
 50 
LARGEST
 
of 
selection
 
"SMOKE
 
& 
SNUFF
 
A 
ITEMS"  
64 
pcit.
 
in the 
South 
By
 
10% 
Discount
 
with
 
coupon
 
expires
 Nov 
3 
3617 UNION AVE. SJ 377-1335 
Turning Point tonight 
through  
Sunday at the Laundry Works. 
87 
San Pedro St , San lose 
"Surrealistic 
Pillow"  on KCBS 
FM 97 debut of new 
weekly
 
feature
 "The Classic Rock 
Album " 
LP 
will
 be played  
in 
its entirety starting
 
at
 
9 
P m 
Dave Burns
 Trip tonight at 
Fargos Pizza,
 2540 California 
St. Mountain View Friday 
and Saturday. Laser
 
Boy  
Palace
 tonight at the
 Country 
Store. 157
 W El Camino. 
Sunnyvale
 Friday 
and 
Saturday, 
Cordell  Hurd Rand 
theater
 
"Dracula"
 
presented  by
 
Theaterwest  opens tomorrow
 
through Nov 28 at the Old 
Town Theatre, Los Gatos For 
ticket information call
 395-
5434 
"Shakespeare at Rehearsal"
 
lec lure by Ronald 
Watkins 
todas at 1 
pm
 in the 
P.m.' 
FINALLY,
 A BOAT 
SHOE  
Will A BODYAS 
TOUGH AS ITS SOLE. 
The 'Fimberland boat shoe is made 
of
 oil -
impregnated leathers that won't dry out or 
crack. 
The eyelets are only solid  brass. 
The laces 
are thick rawhide.
 And, most important, our 
sole is long-lasting,
 rugged Vibram! . 
All in all, it's no 
wonder Timberland boat 
shoes, for men and women, last long alter the 
summer is over. 
BRING  IN THIS COUPON
 FOR 
$10.01)  
off  
ere the regular price of both timberland styles. 
375 the Pruneyard, Campbell. 371-3187 
OFFER EXPIRES I I .1 Al 
University
 
theatre 
"Richard
 
It" 
presented  by
 
A 
C T 
through
 Feb 
9 at 
Geary
 
Street 
Theatre
 
For 
ticket  
information
 call (415)
 673-
6440 
"Fugue 
in a 
Nursery"
 
presented  
by 
Theatre 
Rhinoceros
 
opens  
Nov
 5 
and  
runs 
Thursdays
 
through  
Sundays
 
through
 
Dec 
20 
Tickets 
are Sb on 
Thursdays  
and 
Sundays
 and
 $7
 
on Fridays 
and  
Saturdays  
There 
will  be 
one
 lowpriced
 
preview
 on 
Monday Nov 
2 
Theatre
 is 
located
 at 
the  
Redstone
 
Building.
 2926
-16th Street
 (at 
South
 Van 
Ness)  
art 
Ruth 
Tunstall-Grant
 "Works 
on Paper" at the San lose 
Museum
 of Art through 
Sunday 
Works 
by 
Mary 
Cassatt and Edgar Degas at 
the San lose Museum 
of Art 
through
 Dec 15 
Anne Miks
 Siberell, prints 
mixed media, John Han 
naford paintings I yle Comes, 
photographs
 
through
 
Nov 
15 
at
 
Montalvo  
Center
 for 
the 
Arts
 
"Passing 
Farms
 
Enduring  
Values"
 an  
exhibit
 
of
 150 
photographs
 
including  
Ansel 
Adams 
and 
Dorothea  
Lange  
prints,
 tracing 
120 
years  of 
Santa  
Clara
 Valley 
history
 at 
the 
California  
History 
Center. 
De 
Anta 
College
 through
 Dec 
17 
"First
 Folio"
 - a 
presentation
 
of 
photographs
 
featuring
 
urban
 
industrial,  
rural 
agricultural  
and 
natural  
landscape
 
scenes
 of 
Indiana.  
Illinois,
 
California's  
Central 
Valley,  
Yosemite  
National 
Park. San 
Francisco Bay
 and 
the 
Northern  
California  
coast
 
at the
 Learning 
Center. De 
Anza 
College  through
 
tomorrow
 
San lose 
State Art 
Faculty
 and 
Alumni Art
 Auction. Nov 15,
 
1 30 
to
 5 p m in 
Student
 
Union
 Works will be 
exhibited
 
in department 
galleries  
through Nov 13 
Erin 
Goodwin, 
photographic.  
multicolored 
silkscreen  prints 
at the Harrison Paul Gallery. 
434 S First St. San lose 
Through Dec
 11 Gallery 
hours are 
Monday  
through
 
Friday  9 a m 
to 5 p m 
"The Adventures of Collec-
Thursday, 
October  29. 1 9 8 1 
ting"
 through
 
Nov 8 
at
 the 
California 
Palace 
of the
 
Legion 
Of 
Honor  
Exhibit  
features 
approximately  100 
drawings,
 
watercolors
 and 
prints 
dated  
before  
1900
 
"Vuillard,
 
Drawings  
111115-
1930"
 
and 
"The Nsabis and 
Their 
Contemporaries"
 
through
 Nov
 22 at 
the De 
Saisset
 
Museum,
 
University  
of
 
Santa
 Clara 
"New 
Images,"
 
exhibit 
of
 watercolors
 and 
paintings
 by 
Donna  
Mossholder
 and 
Louise 
Stanley
 and 
acrylic 
paintings
 
by 
Valerie  Patten. 
through  
Dec  5 
Photos 
and 
artifacts  
of 
pioneers 
at 
Sunnyvale
 
Museum. N 
Sunnyvale
 Ave 
and 
California  St , 
Sunnyvale
 
Guatemalan
 Folk 
Art,  
through
 
Sunday
 at Triton
 Museum
 of 
Art. 1505 
Warburton  
Ave.. 
Santa
 Clara 
film
 
Frankenstein,
 original 
1931 
version  at 8 pm tomorrow
 in 
Morns Dailey 
Auditorium 
along with 
Creature  from the 
Black Lagoon 
at 9.30 and the 
Texas  Chainsaw Massacre at 
11 p m One 51 75 
ticket for 
the entire program 
Resurrection, Wednesday at 7 
and 10 
pm in Morris Dailey
 
Auditorium  
Spellers and 
The  
Pretenders
 
tonight 
through  Sunday
 
at 
Camera One Pretenders 
shows
 at 
715
 and 
9.15.  
Spatters at 7 30 and 9 
30
 
Eraserhead Saturday 
and  
Sunday  at 11 30 at 
Camera
 
One. 366 S First St 
San lose 
"21"
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GET 
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EARly!  
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DEALERS
 
School
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 SAN 
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OR 
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Griot 
shows
 wit,
 
love,tragedy
 
By 
Lida
 Ojo 
Staff Writer 
Mary
 Carter 
Smith's
 
per-
form 
ance  
Saturday 
evening  was 
described 
by
 some of the 
200
-member audience 
as 
being 
"good" to "mar-
vellous."  
The free, 90-minute 
and fiction. 
At the
 start this griot's 
show, she said, "This is not 
a performance but an 
experience," and beckoned 
the audience to 
"listen
 with 
a third ear." 
Tales of 
Negro and 
Black Africa 
rolled from 
her tongue with a variety of 
tones and textures and 
descriptive terminology. 
Photo
 
by Stephen
 Blakeman 
Mary Carter
 Smith, a 
'griot' from
 
Baltimore,
 speaks
 
to crowd of 200
 last Saturday. 
storytelling  
sing -and
-clap -
along 
session
 
featured
 
poetry
 from 
Carter  
Smith's  
latest
 book, 
"Heart
 to 
Heart."  
She
 was 
dressed 
in 
native
 Senegal
 garb, 
and  
orange 
lace 
'grand
 buba'
 
with 
silver  
sequins  
and
 
matching  
headress,
 
014 
"ghelli"
 and 
wore  
flowers
 
draped  
about  her 
neck 
and  
ears.  
This 
is the dress
 of a 
griot  which 
is defined 
in the 
traditional
 African 
sense 
as a 
storyteller  
of
 both fact
 
The woman
 stood 
stationary with 
her hands 
clasped in front 
of her, 
flanked by a 
chair  and 
podium on the Theatre Arts 
stage. 
The audience was 
silent. Too silent. Although 
the African tale had 
in-
teresting perspectives, the 
lengthy number of hard -to-
remember characters 
made attentive listening a 
chore.
 
"This story goes on for 
two hours," Carter Smith 
announced. Soon she ended 
it and began singing. 
The lull -lifter came 
when 
Carter
 Smith per-
formed an 'ol Southern 
Black preacher's in-
terpretation of 
"Judgement Day." 
The fast-moving 
sermon jolted the 
audience 
into first 
gear
 just in time 
for a sing -along of Jim 
Croce's "Bad, Bad Leroy 
Brown, the baddest cat in 
the whole damn town." 
Life in the Ap-
palachians did not rub off 
on her, Carter Smith said. 
"I don't go barefoot 
and I don't drink moon-
shine." But, she 
does
 have 
a fine repetoire of witty 
blues: "0, What Careless 
Love Will Do" (besides 
impregnate, the song say:, 
it 
will make you kill the 
lover who left you
 like that) 
and "I'll Be Glad When 
You Die You Rascal, You 
Dog" (a song about a wife 
wishing her husband's 
death).
 
Such
 delightful 
preludes introduced a 
quiet, special moment 
when Carter Smith sat 
down to tell of her own
 
experiences.  
"We all 
want  to leave 
NEW 
& USED BOOKS
 & 
RECORDS
 
A 
BOOKSTORE  FOR 
BUYING
 AND BROWSING
 
 ',tipplemental
 ollege 
reading
 
 Paperbacks
 and hardbacks
 
 
Science  
fiction  
 
Records  
BUY
 
I I 
TR1\1)1  
Recycle
 
Bookstore
 
138 E. SANTA
 CLARA STREET 
SAN JOSE, CA 95128 
286-6275 
Open daily 10-9.
 Sundays 10-6 
something 
behind,"  she 
began her tale of 
personal 
tragedy.
 Three years 
ago, 
her only child
 Ricky was 
murdered
 by a young 
woman who said 
he 
"brushed 
against her 
bottom." 
"Despite
 the pain,
 God 
know  best,"
 Carter 
Smith 
said.  Now, 
she  said, she
 
can 
write 
truths
 that 
she  
was
 unable to 
write  before. 
She read 
prose  from 
"Heart
 to 
Heart,"  
her 
latest 
book. 
Each 
selection
 was 
always
 well -thought
 out: 
"Slow 
Process" --
"We
 
apologize  
for 
lingering.  We smile 
when 
you 
shunt  us aside. . 
. but 
all the while we 
are 
laughing at you,
 who are in 
a slow process
 of becoming 
Always 
short:
 
"Sisters"  "Do 
you  
have a sister
 that looks like 
me?" 
she  responded to a 
non-white. 
Sometimes funny: 
"Prayer 
For  My 
Love"  
"May your nights
 
be filled with 
sleeplessness  
and all your dreams 
be 
nightmares. . . until you 
come back tome."
 
"I can 
stay for 12 
hours,"
 said the 62
-year -old 
Carter  Smith, 
"but, I won't
 
OIL CHANGE
 
WITH OUR
 
TUNE UP 
! "ftwia 
Page
 3 
theater
 
tonight." However,
 before 
the 
standing ovation Carter 
Smith told 
one more tale 
and sang two more songs. 
"I love you," 
she said. 
"Learn
 to love yourself in a 
proper way.".
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News 
Editor 
f 
you ever 
see  John 
Waters'  
name on a 
marquee,  cross to the 
other 
side of the street
 and hold 
your 
nose.New  York 
Post.  
SAN 
FRANCISCOJohn  Waters
 
makes the 
kind of movies that 
leave a 
bad taste in 
your  mouth. 
In "Female Trouble," 
Waters'  
perennial
 star, the 300-pound tran-
svestite, Divine,
 portrays a woman 
who  
shoots
 members 
of the audience
 in the 
middle
 of a trampoline act,  for
 art." 
The film's 
theme  is "Crime
 is 
Beauty." 
"Desperate
 Living" 
includes  among 
its characters
 "an oversexed
 murderess
 
accused of 
smothering  her 
babysitter  in a 
bowl of dog 
food."
 
And in that darling of 
the  midnight 
movie circuit, "Pink 
Flamingos,"  Divine 
demonstrates that he/she
 is indeed one of 
the "filthiest people 
alive"
 by eating 
freshly deposited puppy
 poop and 
flashing a winning grin. 
'My mind is. 
germ
 
ridden to the core'
 
Waters
 
Such are the plot twists dreamt up by 
a 
producer/writer/director
 who describes 
his life's work as "a way of 
better  
spreading my cancer." 
Fond of directing barbs at his 
hometown, Baltimore "Your Charm 
City" Maryland, as well as his own past, 
present and future, Waters is quite busy 
these days showing up for premieres of 
his latest movie, "Polyester," and 
plugging his "tasteful book about bad 
taste," 
"Shock Value." 
"Polyester" again 
brings
 Divine to 
the big screen, this time 
in
 the role of an 
obese surburban 
housewife, Francine 
Fishpaw. Francine's husband
 leaves her 
for a Bo Derek -beaded blonde.
 Her son is 
jailed on charges of malicious foot 
fetishism, and her daughter pursues such 
hobbies
 as macrame and nymphomania.
 
"It's a comedy about 
mental  anguish, 
abortion, alcoholism, a 
kind of 'Father 
Knows Best," 
explains Waters between
 
drags on 
an ubiquitous smoldering
 Kool 
prior to a private screening
 of 
"Polyester" last week.
 
The strain 
of plugging a 
new  book 
and 
movie is taking its 
toll
 on the 35-
year
-old.  
"I think I really want 
to
 die," he says 
with a ghoulish grin.
 "No,
 I just 
want  
to 
get 
through  each day, to 
float through life 
with 
peace and find 
another  pack of 
Kools." 
Chief  publicity 
gimmick for 
Waters' 
new R-rated 
"comedy,"
 
his other films
 
garnered  X 
ratings),
 are the "scratch
 
and sniff" cards 
handed  out with every 
show.  
As explained 
by
 a white -coated 
"scientist"
 during 
"Polyester's"
 
prologue,
 numbers flash 
on the screen 
and the
 audience is 
invited to sniff 
the 
appropriate  
circle
 on the 
"Odorama"
 
card. 
But since "Polyester"
 is a John 
Waters' movie, 
don't expect the 
odoriferous 
messages to be 
pleasant.  
Among the 10 
smells  are essence of 
skunk,
 moldy 
tennis
 shoes and
 three 
different 
kinds  of gas. 
'I 
thought  of the 
old-time 
gimmicks
 
like 
'Smell -O
-Vision,'
 and then
 this," says
 
Waters,  
pencil
 thin from 
his pant 
legs
 to 
the  mustache 
he
 copied from 
Little 
Richard. 
Divine's  
co-star
 in "Polyester"
 is 
one-time
 teen throb 
Tab Hunter
 as Todd 
Tomorrow.
 
"He hadn't seen any of my films, 
which  was a help in getting him to sign," 
Waters said. "Then
 I 
told
 him, 
your 
leading lady is 
a 300-pound man." 
hings that 
repulse  most people 
Waters regards 
as objects of 
devotion.
 But even the filmmaker
 who 
describes 
Russ  Meyer's film "Faster 
Pussycat, 
Kill Kill" as "my 'Citizen 
Kane," has pronounced dislikes. 
"What  appalls 
me? Earth 
shoes,  Jill 
Clayburgh
 and almost
 all Jane Fonda
 
movies." 
Waters 
relishes  his title,
 "The Prince
 
of
 Puke," and 
admits  he has 
no
 willing 
contenders  for it.
 His movies 
are 
distinguished  by 
flat lighting, 
lack of 
camera 
movement,
 choppy 
editing
 and, 
of 
course,  the 
Dreamlanders,  a 
set  of 
friends
 who appear 
in film after film,
 
scaring
 the audience 
with their ap-
pearance
 and amusing
 them with their
 
lack 
of
 acting 
ability.  
A notable market exists for Waters' 
movies. Since its 1972 opening, "Pink 
Flamingos" has known 
almost  continual 
play in art 
houses,
 disgusting film buffs 
at midnight matinees the world over. 
It was screened at the prestigious 
Museum of Modern Art in New York, and 
serious critics have taken note of Waters' 
work ever since, though not all favorably. 
"Good reviews scare me," he says. 
"I think, where 
did  I go wrong? But for a 
critic 
to
 say 'boring' is the only way it 
can be 
a bad review." 
Waters views movie production as 
"an 
obsession.  I'm involved with it from 
beginning to end." 
In preparing
 a new script, he collects 
notebooks of mind ramblings for several 
months,  and says he never fears suf-
fering a lack of fresh material. 
"My mind is 
germ
 ridden to the 
core." 
His passion for movie-making springs 
from an appreciation 
of films that 
stretches  back to his well-to-do Baltimore 
childhood.  
"The nuns in school used to name a 
lot of movies and say 'If you watch these, 
you'll go to hell.' So I'd rush out and see
 
them all." 
Besides Russ ("Monster  A -Go-Go") 
Meyer movies, Waters reserves special 
fondness for "Signal 
13,"  that corpse-
littered film 
traditionally
 screened in 
driver's ed classes. 
Of 
more
 recently
 produced
 works,
 he 
says, "I liked 
Bergman's last movie, 
everything by Fassbinder 
and  iF'ellini's) 
'City of Women."  
But Waters' 
all-time favorite movie 
remains 
"The  Wizard of Oz," with its 
jumpsuited flying monkeys and green -
tinged witch. 
"My favorite scene
 is when the witch 
is in the sky 
writing  'Surrender 
Dorothy," he exclaims, wide-eyed. 
Although 
Waters refused to own a 
television 
until a year ago, 
("It's  good for 
things like when Reagan gets 
assassinated,")
 he strives
 to keep up 
with current 
events.  
He
 claims to read 15 
newpapers  per 
day and
 calls the New 
York  Post and 
San
 
Francisco Chronicle 
"best for collecting 
the little crime bits 
I can work into my 
movies." 
"I love 
yellow journalism,
 as long as 
it's not 
about me." 
One recent 
news
 item that 
captured  
Waters'
 attention was the second 
auc-
tioning of Judy 
Garland's
 ruby slippers 
used 
in
 "The Wizard
 of Oz." 
"I want to 
know
 what that guy
 is 
doing with those 
$21,000  shoes," he 
said.  
"He's  probably 
walking  around 
in
 a 
Dorothy 
outfit,  clicking his 
heels  together 
trying
 to get a leather bar." 
Also travelling 
the promo circuit
 is 
Waters' long-time
 friend and 
No. 1 star, 
Divine.
 
Whether 
blonde  or brunette,
 Divine of 
the flying 
buttress eyebrows,
 flirtatious 
walk 
and  ample figure 
dominates  any 
scene
 both on and off 
screen. 
Together, 
Waters  and 
Divine
 were 
interviewed  by 
Tom Synder
 for a 
"Tomorrow"
 show last 
summer  dealing
 
with 
moral degradation
 in America. 
"He
 should have 
had  me on the 
following  week, 
with Charles 
Manson,"  
Waters  says, 
looking  back. 
"Snyder 
wields a lot
 of power and 
wears more 
makeup than
 Divine." 
Admitting
 that "animals
 don't react 
well
 to me unless
 they're 
on
 a plate," 
Waters says 
one  of his 
creative
 goals is 
to make a 
film
 starring 
Divine  and dog 
star Benji. 
"They're  real 
similiar,"  
Waters
 said, 
enigmatically,  
lighting  
another
 Kool. 
He also 
expressed interest
 in filming 
a story
 in which 
Divine  plays 
triplets,
 
two women and 
a man. 
Making 
movies has 
changed  from 
those 
mid -'60s days 
when Waters 
filmed 
"Hag 
in a Black 
Leather  
Jacket"
 in the 
back 
alleys of Baltimore.
 
"Polyester"
 was made 
at
 a cost of 
$300,000, a lofty budget for a Waters film, 
but still miniscule
 by conventional 
Hollywood standards. 
"The more 
money  you 
have,
 the 
more  
responsibility
 you have,"
 he sighs. 
"It's not like 
Mickey  Rooney 
yelling,
 
'hey,  can we put 
on a show?"  
Afavorite
 of the college lecture 
circuit, Waters says questions 
people 
ask  most 
are, 
"Does  
Divine 
really eat shit in 'Pink 
Flamingos?" and "Do you have 
parents?" 
These 
questions
 Waters 
attempts to 
answer for
 good in "Shock
 Value," a 
text
 
bound in printed leopard skin. A pink 
flamingo, naturally,
 graces its cover. 
Some of 
his real -life stories
 seem as 
bizzare as 
his movie 
plots,
 whether 
Waters is describing life in the "Hairdo 
Capital of the World," Baltimore, or 
"Why I Love 
Violence." 
"It was easy to write," he 
said.  "I'd 
told those stories 
so many times to my 
friends." 
"Polyester" opens
 Friday at the 
Castro  in San 
Francisco.
 Waters calls the 
film a sneak 
attack.  
"There's 
no nudity in 
it,  which is OK 
because 
everybody
 wishes
 my characters
 
would
 put their clothes 
back on." 
Lighting another 
cigarette and 
preparing to 
enter  the chandeliered
 
theater 
for a 
"Polyester"
 preview,
 
Waters  quips, 
"This is all a 
product of 
my 
imagination,
 and a 
faulty  Catholic
 
upbringing." # 
film 
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'Mr.
 
T'
 
gets
 Earth,
 
Wind  
By David Flemate 
Staff 
Writer  
Stanley
 Turren-
tine's latest ef-
fort,  "Tender 
Togetherness" finds "Mr. 
T" at home and together 
with Earth, Wind and 
Fire's keyboardist, Larry 
Dunn. "Togetherness" was 
produced by 
Dunn who 
Wing's
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Szechuan 
CUiSinc
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Blocks 
north 
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Santa 
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131 E. Jackson 
St.  
3V-
-44 
uses many of the 
characteristic  hooks which 
have 
kept
 EWF on the 
charts consistently
 for 
many 
years. 
The 
combination  is an 
obvious
 effort to 
bring 
"Mr.
 T," 
Stanley  
Turrentine,
 a crossover 
audience from 
mellow
 jazz 
to 
funk.  
Since 
the majority of 
the 
songs  were not 
written  
by 
Turrentine  himself, the 
and 
tenor saxophonist is left 
with the job of interpreting, 
through 
lyrical melodies. 
Beginning with the 
opening cut "Hermanos" 
the EWF 
style is im-
mediately evident. The 
song's introduction, 
sprinkled with strings and 
percussion, quickly picks 
up speed as guitarist 
Roland Bautista sets the 
pace in 
a style he displayed 
on an early EWF I,P
 en -
".Say
 
tie(Wzd 914..." 
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Fired  
titled "Last 
Days and 
Time." 
"I'll 
Give
 You My 
Love," one 
of two songs co
-
written  by 
Turrentine,
 
varies little 
from
 the 
pattern 
set  on "Her-
manos." It is a slick, funky 
rhythm focusing 
all at-
tention on the 
smooth
 
soulful 
style that has 
characterized 
most
 of 
Turrentine's playing. 
The cover of 
the EWF 
hit "After the Love is 
Gone" is all too predic-
table. 
The long-time
 
Turrentine
 fan may wish 
for the well-balanced 
mainstream jazz feeling on 
Turrentine's CTI label 
releases, 
such
 as "Sugar"
 
which 
featured  such jazz 
heavy -weights as Ron 
Carter on bass, Freddie 
Hubbard on trumpet and 
George Benson on guitar. 
Those wishing to find 
the old Turrentine of the 
CTI days get an all too 
short
 taste on "Pure 
Love," the intro
 to "Havin' 
Fun with Mr. T." It is with 
the most 
basic piano 
and  
sax arrangements
 on 
"Pure Love" 
that 
Turrentine's true vir-
tuosity
 stands
 out. 
Fortunately the LP 
is 
not without its 
bright spots, 
particularly "Cherubim" 
and "Only You and Me," 
music
 
the first two songs on side 
one. 
"Cherubim,"
 which 
like "Hermanos"
 has a 
string introduction, is 
balanced with some great 
guitar work by Bautista 
and Dunn on synthesizers 
going through a tight 
arrangement
 which allows 
Turrentine to shine. 
"Only You and Me" 
features Dianne 
Reeves on 
a lead vocal which is 
soothing and sweet, 
blending well with the 
soloing style of 
Turrentine.  
"Havin' Fun with 
Mr. 
T"
 is an all-out con-
temporary
 funk tune that is 
direct, to the 
point, dance, 
scream, 
shout,  move-it -all -
about funk.
 It is filled with 
plenty
 of chatter in the 
background,
 hands clap-
ping in time 
and  more than 
enough space 
for Mr. T to 
get down to the 
groove.
 
The fact 
that 
Turrentine
 is playing with 
a variety 
of musicians 
working
 in different
 styles 
takes 
nothing  away 
from
 
his  own 
technique
 which
 
has been the 
culmination of 
his  30 -odd 
years  in the 
music  industry. 
As one prominent
 critic 
said 
of Miles 
Davis,
 no 
matter 
who or what
 he's 
playing,  it's 
still Miles.
 The 
same can
 also be said 
for 
Mr.  T, Stanley 
Turrentine 
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Unexplained
 violence
 in 
'Southern
 
Comfort'
 
A 
Twentieth
 
Century -Fu
 
release starring 
Keith  
Carradine
 
and Powers 
Boothe. Now 
playing at 
Pruneyard. 
By Greg 
Robertson 
City  Editor 
Walter
 Hill got the 
title wrong for his
 
latest 
film 
"Southern  
Comfort."  
It 
should have
 been called 
"Southern
 Discomfort." 
Although  well 
made by 
one 
of
 the 
most  
consistent  
directors
 in 
Hollywood,
 
"Southern  
Comfort"
 is 
nothing 
more  than a 
violent 
effort 
which 
serves  no 
purpose  
and
 never 
explains  
itself.  It 
was  
almost
 as if 
Hill 
wanted 
to see how
 far 
he 
could  push 
the 
audience  
before 
one by 
one each
 
viewer 
had  been 
forced 
to 
look 
away.
 
"Southern
 
Comfort"
 
gives 
one  the 
same  
reac-
tion as 
the 
drink  of 
the 
same 
name; 
too much
 of it 
can 
lead to 
a dulling
 of the
 
senses  
and  a 
rotten  
feeling
 
the next 
day. 
The film 
is the 
story  of 
Bravo 
Team, 
a nine-
membe,  
group
 in 
the 
Louisiana
 
National  
Guard  
out  on a 
weekend
 recon-
naissance
 
maneuver.
 
Their  
exercise
 is 
simpleget  
from  point 
A to point 
B by 
cutting
 
through 
the 
swamps.
 
But  
Bravo
 Team 
is in 
for a 
surprise.
 The 
map 
they 
have  is 
wrong  and 
the 
group
 is left 
to
 navigate
 the 
unknown.
 
The
 
advertisements
 
for  
this 
movie 
claim
 
"Not
 
since
 
'Deliverance'..."
 
It
 is 
at 
this 
point  
the
 two 
films 
are  
similar.  
Bravo  
Team  
steals 
some 
canoes
 and 
begins
 
paddling  
down
 the 
river 
when 
a 
Cajun 
literally
 blows
 the 
head 
off 
the
 squad 
leader.
 
This 
is
 where
 the 
similarity
 
ends.  
"Southern
 
Comfort"
 
becomes
 
nothing  
more 
than 
torture
 to 
the 
audience
 as 
one 
by 
one,  
the 
members
 of 
Bravo 
Team 
are  
killed  
in
 
graphic
 
fashion.  
Hill 
shows each 
murder 
vividly, the 
most 
striking 
death  coming 
to 
the
 second 
victim.  With 
plenty 
of 
foreshadowing,
 
he 
steps 
on a trap 
that
 shoots a 
board
 of nails 
into his body.
 
What is 
ironic 
about  
"Southern  
Comfort"
 is 
everything
 that 
worked  so 
well
 for Hill 
in his last 
film 
"The 
Long  Riders"
 turns 
sour this time. 
"The 
Long 
Riders"  
was one
 of the 
finest  films
 
made 
last
 year. 
"Southern 
Comfort"  is 
far
 from it. 
Maybe
 the difference 
between the two films 
comes down to 
purpose. 
"The Long Riders" was the 
Old West, shoot 'em up and 
bank robbers. "Southern 
Comfort" is nine men 
defenselessly being 
massacred. 
There are a few things 
to admire about the film, 
however.  First and 
foremost
 
is 
the
 
per-
formance of Powers 
Film  
Review
 
Boothe. He scratches and 
claws his way 
through the 
script, never giving up his 
tough, bastard of a 
character.  He at times 
comes close to a friendship 
with Keith Carradine, but 
Boothe keeps himself 
from 
crossing that line. 
This
 is equal to his 
riveting,
 
Emmy-a  
wa rd -
winning
 
performance
 as 
Jim  Jones 
in "The 
Guyana 
Tragedy." 
There are some other 
nice 
performances,  in 
particular I,es Lannom,
 
who takes 
over
 as the in-
competent leader of Bravo 
Team. He 
resembles
 a 
grown-up 
Jerry Mathers, 
Beaver
 Cleaver,
 running 
around the 
swamp over-
whelmed. 
Ry 
Cooder's  sound-
track is 
good,  amazingly 
capturing
 the 
Cajun 
feeling.
 
The 
cinematography
 is 
also superb.
 Andrew 
Lazlow, best known for his 
"Shogun" photography 
doesn't let a glimmer of 
light into the
 unbearable 
swamp.
 
And neither
 do writers 
Hill, 
Michael  
Kane  and 
David  Giler 
allow  any light
 
in their 
screen 
play. The
 
entire 
movie 
is
 a mood,
 a 
feeling of 
being 
trapped
 in 
hell.  
But the 
feeling  is never 
explained,
 and the 
mood 
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the  GOLD KISH 
DIATER
 GOICINK 
. 
WAR'  r ET 
Nil 'vend wr 
2 
.11A4'Ii 1/11',.110H:urrrEN 
Special FAlit itmo 
Nmetailler 
9 
4411ANNE IIIIACI1EEN T1110 
Ntnrutelter  16 
TWO SHOWS NIGHTLY -13 30 and 10:30 
Tickets $7.50, Students with I0S5.50. Advance tickets available at the 
Gold Rush and all BASS outlets
 Charge by phone 297-7552 
For 
dinner  reservations and information call 286-5253. 
Box office opens 
at
 6 30 the night of the show FREE 
PARKING ALL AGES WELCOME 
TME GOLD RUSH 610 COLEMAN AVE ,SAN JOSE 
COMING Richie 
Cole  Flora Purim and Ant° 
F 
cotonettersL  
MONGOLIAN
 BAR-B-Q 
ALL YOU CAN EAT 
$1.00
 
OFF 
RIG. 56.55 
Cooked
 
in 
front
 
of you 
by 
our 
Chef  
EXPIRES
 
10-31-81
 
2425S.
 
Bascom  
Campbell
 
171.5015
 
Toes
 Ihru
 
Sunday  
ASTOR'S
 
Coin -Op 
Auto Wash 
Always
 Open 
Wash,  wax, it vac., 
our
 car  today 
Two Locations in San 
Jose 
732 S. First St. (Near 
N'irg,tinia)  
840 
Lincoln
 (At Lonus St.) 
MAKE YOLK CAR 
SMILE...  'WASH IT! 
30114 StE 
FOR 
LUNC117 
COMEDY WITH THE 
C 
c-Nr--- 
(ThiTh  I 
_ 
TODAY
 
AT
 
NOON  
AMPHITHEATER
 
,REE!rrt) 
MY 
L.17143 
nr.nro
 RV ASS,- 
1ATET  STME!:TS
 
Cost of purchasing
 a r 
and constructing
 a new I: 
city water 
system is 
McGinley said.
 
The water
 is tapped f: 
Pacje  8 
Thursday.
 October
 29. 1981
 
M 
N5TEZ
 
1-PLLWE1
 
NOT,  
OCTORg,
 
31'T 
at the
 
fr-
 
, 
FREE
 
Iti4 
/4 
Complementary
 
hot
 
and
 
cold
 
buffet
 
served
 
with
 
champagne,
 
between
 
4 
and
 
7 
p.m.
 
COSTUME
 
CONTEST
 
Categories:
 
1. Most
 
Original
 
2. 
Most  
Traditional
 
3. 
Most
 
Futuristic
 
4. 
Most  
Historical
 
5. 
Most  
Outrageous
 
6. 
Most
 
Ugly  
7. 
Best
 
Country/Western
 
Win  a 
pair
 
of
 
cowboy
 
boots.
 
Place
 this coupon in 
the 
barrel  
at the 
door.  
Name_  
Address_  _ 
USN  
3 LIVE
 
BANDS!
 
WHITE 
ROSE
 
360  
NEW
 
RIDERS
 
OF THE
 
PURPLE SAGE.
 
PRIZES
 
 
Trip
 
for 
two 
to
 Reno 
 Gift 
certificates
 
 Western
 wear 
 
Dinner
 
show
 
tickets  
at 
the
 
GOLD
 
RUSH
 
'Horse
 
back  riding 
trips
 
WEAR
 
YOUR
 
COSTUMES
 
Nania,the 
belly  
dancer  will be here. 
A KFAT
 radio 
personality
 
will
 
be 
here. 
Free
 
T-shirts  
and  
records will 
be
 
given  
away. 
See
 
ya
 
here.
 
at 
the 
IGOLD
 
I 
610  
Coleman
 
Ave.
 
San 
Jose 
286-5253
 
 
 
Demonstratic  
Polic
 
By John 
McNichol  
and 
Randy  Palgi 
Staff Writers 
Six 
Iranians
 were 
arn  
a fist
-swinging
 melee 
brok  
Iranian
 student 
organizat  
in the 
Student 
Union 
afternoon.
 
Approximately
 50  pra 
Khomeini  
demonstrators  
volved 
in the 
lunch-hour  
the 
first floor of 
the Studi 
according
 to 
Technical
 
Officer 
Russell Lunsford.
 
Injury 
was a bloody nose. 
Student 
Union  Dire 
Barrett said 
the violence r 
a ban of all Iranian 
sponsored events. 
The six arrested wei 
Backary, 
39,  Fremont; 
Farhadi, 
20, Monterey; 
Hosainy, 29, !raj Kevant, 
Medhi, 29, and Ali Mama 
all of San Jose.
 They wer 
on charges
 of disturbing 
and taken to Santa Clar 
Jail.  
Police were first cal 
union at 11:45 a.m. 
whe 
posing groups were 
carrying placards 
and 
around a table 
reserved t 
Khomeini
 Moslem 
Association. 
Barrett told the dem 
they would not be allowed I 
carry placards inside the 
would be allowed to 
literature peacefully, act 
Lunsf 
ord.  
The  demonstrators 
with the request, but 31 
later, a crowd had agai 
and violence
 erupted. 
"We didn't expect r 
lamsford said. 
"There wa: 
disturbance,  they were tal 
they complied. Then all 
of 
it erupted." 
At 12:27 p.m. 
police  
to
 a second 
call.  This tin 
fighting" had 
broken out, 
said. 
The violence 
started 
and ended 
quickly,  acc 
witnesses. 
One observer was 
Far  
Iranian 
student
 who 
herself as "a 
religious
 pe: 
not involved in 
politics."  
Anti -Khomeini dem 
surrounded the table,
 
"shouting 'down 
with I 
'Why don't you go home, 
boys' and using really dirt 
Persian. 
"One of 
the (anti -I 
guys 
over there kicked 
over," an 
action which 
started 
the fight. 
"I think the MSA ( pro 
.110.1t-
 
Av.%
 
pc% 
